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SUMMARY

TEACHER INTERVIEW, GRADES K-3

a

WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?

To identify the types of information teachers use in planning
reading instruction.

To assess the amount of coordination between classroom and
supplementary teacher instruction.

To obtain teacher opinion about the administration of basal
tests and other District practices.

WHO WAS INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE?

A total of 80 K-3 teachers were interviewed, with 20 teachers interviewed
at each *grade level. The sample was selected in such a way that one to
two teachers were interviewed at each of 58 elementary campuses.

WHAT CONCLUSIONS CAN BE DRAWN ABOUT THE INFORMATION TEACHERS USE TO PLAN
READING INSTRUCTION?

Although many of the teachers considered several sources of information
in making basic decisions about reading instruction, two sources of informa-
tion were used repeatedly by a majority of the teachers. These were teacher
observation and the teacher guide for the basal/oral language series,

WHAT IMPLICATIONS DOES THIS FINDING HAVE FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT?

Since the teacher guide is an important source of information for K-3
teachers, it would seem advisable to offer staff development that would
clarify and supplement the activities presented in it. Directions or,
suggestions from the central administration might prove more helpful to
the teachers if they were presented, when possible, with reference to
specific pages in the teacher guide or basal.

.4

WHAT INFORMATION WAS USED TO MAKE BASIC READING DECISIONS?

The most common sources of information used by teachers to place 'students
bazatz on neading/o4at tanguage gtoup4 were:

teacher observation (used by 60% of the teachers)
formal/informal reading or oral language inventories (60%)

4
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The' most common sources of information used by teachers to identiliy the
4kiet4 .to be taught weke:

. the teacher guide (90%)
teacher observation (61%)

The most -common sources of information used by teachers to /sequence in4tAuc-
tionat activaie4 were:

the teacher guide (85%)
teacher observation (53%)

The most common sources of information used.by teachers when deciding to
move a ztudent .to anothe/ineading group were:

teacher observation (85%)

the student's performance in the ,basal or oral language series.(64%)

Although othet 4oukce4 ofinlimmation were used by teaChen4 in making .these
bazic 'Leading deeizion4, no othek 4outce4 .06 in6onmation wyce used by a
majwcity .06 the .teaches.

DO K-3 TEACHERS USE 1NE ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES IN PLANNING READING INSTRUCTION?

While over half of the teachers (56%) indicated the, Essential Competencies
were valuable in planning reading instruction, the Essential Competencies
appear to be used primarily as a reference source While the teacher guide
serves as the major planning instrument.

DO TEACHERS FEEL ANY OF THE PLANNING MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED BY THE CENTRAL
ADMINISTRATION ARE EXPENDABLE?

-

None of the materials were considered expendable by a majority of the K-3
teachers.

MAT,STEPS DO TEACHERS FEEL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS SHOULD TAKE TO ENSURE
THE USEFULNESS OF PLANNING MATERIALS?

65% of the teachers said District personnel should survey teachers
to find out what is needed before new materials are produced.
44% of the teachers said curriculum materials should be piloted
before they are placed in final form and disseminated Districtwide.

u.
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HOW MUCH COORDINATION EXISTS BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER
INSTRUCTION (TITLE I. MIGRANT, SCE, BILINGUAL, SPECIAL EDUCATION)7

A total of 59 of the teachers interviewed had students who received supple-
mentary teacher instruction. In view of this small sample size, the findings

4 reported below should be considered suggestive only.

Viewed collectively, the data indicate a coordination problem may exist, in
that only 52-55% of the clas:roorii teachers stated they coordinate their
instructional activities with those performed by the supplementary teachers.

WHO DECIDES WHAT THE SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHERS WILL TEACH?

1 6% of the teachers said they alone detdrmined the content of the
supplementary instruction,
39% of the teachers said the supplementary teacher determined the
content of the supplementary instruction.

55% of the teachers said the content of the supplementary instruction
was based on joint classroom/supplementary teacher planning.

HOW MANY CLASSROOM TEACHERS FORMALLY' COORDINATE THEIR INSTRUCTION WITH THE
INSTRUCTION PROVIDED BY THE SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER?*

52% of the teachers stated formal coordination existed.
48% of the teachers stated formal coordination did not exist.

Several classroom teachers said they did not communicate with their supple-
mentary teachers on a regular basis, but were satisfied with the amount of
coordination because they saw the activity sheets the students completed
while out of the classroom. These teachers felt this was a time-efficient
method of keeping them fully informed of the supplementary teacher's activ-
ities.

HOW MANY TEACHERS ADMINISTER INFORMAL READING INVENTORIES OR OTHER DIAGNOSTIC
MEASURES TO THEIR STUDENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR?

, 60% of the teachers administered diagnostic measures to all their
students at the beginning of the school year.
35% of. the teachers administered diagnostic measures to some of
their students at the beginning of the school year.
5% of the teachers did not administer diagnostic measures at the
beginning of the school year.

HOW MUCH TEACHER TIME DOES IT TAKE TO ADMINISTER THE DIAGNOSTIC MEASURES?**

Number of Hours Number of Teachers Percent

1-5 Hours 40 50%
6-10 Hours 17 21%

11-25 Hours 17 21%
Not Applicable 6 8%

*Formal coordination occurred if the classroom teacher and the supplementary
teacher met on a regular basis to discuss their instructional activities.

**Based on teacher estimates..

\11 444
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SHOULD BASAL TESTING BE A DISTRICT REQUIREMENT?*

70% of the teachers felt basal testing should' be required.
30% of the teachers felt basal testing should not be required.

IF ADOPTO AS A-REQUIREMENT, SHOULD END-OF-UNIT OR END-OF-BOOK, TESTING BE
. REQUIRED:-

35% of the_teachers_prefenred_end-of-unit testing.
65% of the teachers preferred end-of-book testing.

A more detailed_presentation of the teacher interview results can be found
in Appendix A of the Reading Curriculum Final Technical Report, Publication
Number 80.34.

*Kindergarten teachers were not asked this question.

iv
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SUMMARY

CUMULATIVE FOLDER CHECK, GRADE 3

WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?

To determine what reading information was available to
teachers on their entering third-grade students.

To learn. more about the way in which reading instruction
is provided in AISD.

WHO WAS INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE?

The folders bf 276 third-grade students were examined. All the students
had been in AISD schools continuously during grades K-3. Students who
had transferred within the District were incluged in the sample, and
special education students were excluded. Folders were examined at a
total of nine Title I and non-Title I schools.

WHAT CONCLUSIONS CAN BE DRAWN ON THE BASIS OF THE CUMULATIVE
.FOLDER DATA?

Some information on the reading card is being recorded in a thorough and
conscientious manner. Other types of information are not being recorded
as completely or accurately as possible.. When.a reading card is not filled
out correctly, it Lsv-lly requires extra teacher time to decipher what previ-
ous reading instruct .a a student has received..

The,results of the fold... check do not indicate a new reading card should
be developed. Instead, the data seem to suggest the instructions on the
reading card are not.as comprehensive as they could be, and a set of new
instructions are needed that re-emphasize previous instructions and clear
up some ambiguities.

WHAT TYPES OF THINGS SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE DIRECTIONS? .

1. Ate dates AecoAded in the cummeative liaden Allowed Allow the month
and yean.

No instructions for recording dates are written in the folder. As a
result, some teachers fail to include the year along with the day and
month. It is essential to know the year in which an activity took place,
especially when a child has been retained or is reading above or below
grade level.

2.' AL.e hindeAgaitten teachera 6houtd eirEcte the out. Language system used.
Othet out tanguale AgAtem Allowed be mitten in ii necuzaky.

The oral language system used in kindergarten was not circled in 88% of the
folders examined. Either teachers are overlooking this item, or do not know
to write in other series if necessary.
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3. In making a basal en Ay, a teachet i4 te4ponsibte bon indicating, the
grade tevet and the entity and exit dates.

Grade level is the information most likely. to be omitted from a basal
entry on the reading card. At least 1-5% of:the folders did not have a
grade level recorded on most of the basal entries. Grade level informa-
tion is particularly important if a student has been retained or is read-
ing above or below. grade level.

The data most likely to be recorded on a reading card are the entry and
exit dates for the basals used during instruction. In 8-10% of the
folders, however, most of the entry and exit dates did not give the year.

4. Uhe o6 .the assessment column needy to be cteatty de6ined.

Of the folders reviewed, 48% had some type of information recorded in the
assessment column. Instructions for use of this column are not written on
the folder, and this omission may be causing its irregular use.

5. M2 teachem ishoutd necond any hupptementaty .texts used darting the yeah.
It cocked be /shown when a isupptementaty text was used by coating the
date next-to the text. Next to SRA, it woutd.be hetpliat to indicate
the date and kit, and next to Barnett -Lo St, it would be hetp6ut to
indicate the date and &vet.

O.

Many teachers are not using the supplementary text lists. Of the folders
reviewed, 38% had no supplementary texts checked in the pre-primer column,
41% had no checks inthe primer column, 49% had no checks in_the fi.rst-
year column, 52% had no checks in tke second-year column, and 87% had no_
checks in the third-year column (as of January, 1981). These findings
indicate:.

The teachers aren't marking or adding the supplementary
texts they use, or

. The teachers are not using supplementary texts.
O

Wr4ting the date a supplementary text is used seem% advisable, in that the
supplementary texts used do not always correspond with the grade level of
the child.

6. Ate the in6oAmation on the 6nont o6_the cumutative 6otdet 'showed be

completed in 6utt by the time-a /student tnans6et4 Achooth, on competes
a ischoot yeah. This inctudeh the cotumws tabeted date o6 entry, hchoot,
and (ii5 appticabte), date oi5 withdnawat, /mason Son withdtawat, and
destination.

The findings revealed the cover page is the most neglected part of the cumu-
lative folder. Annual entries are not always made, and many entries that
are made are incomplete. Approximately 33% of the folders did not have an
entry date or a school lifted for each-year the child had been in the Dis-
trict. Roughly 49% of the students who transferred within the District did

vi
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not have a mithdrawal date, a withdrawal reason, or a destination school
.

for each time they changed schools. Since the instructions for the cover
page seem clear, incomplete records are probably due to a lack of effort,
and/or a feeling the cover information is not very important.

WOULD TEACHERS LIKE TO SEE ANY OTHER TYPES OF READING INFORMATION
INCLUDED IN THE CUMULATIVE FOLDER?

Yes. Interviews were conducted with 80 K-3 teachers as a part of the
Reading Curriculum Study. Data from the interviews revealed:

Teachers are interested in the development of a brief one-page
skills checklist for each grade level, grades K-3. The check-

, lists could indicate mastery of basic reading skills, and would
not have to be linked to a specific basal or oral language series.
It was suggested the development of each checklist be a joint
teacher/instructional coordinator effort, and that emphasis be
placed upon keeping it short and easy to complete.

Teachers would like to have a space provided on the checklist
(or elsewhere) to list the last page a child completed in a

basal', and to recommend an instructional level for the child
in the coming year.

WHAT NEW INFORMATION DID THE FOLDER CHECK REVEAL?

A total-dd.-59. students (21.4%) received_all their instruction
in one basal series, 166 (60.1%) received instruction in two
basal series, 49 (17.8%) received instruction in three basal

. series, and 2 (.7%) received instruction in four basal series.

A total of,146 students (52.9%) had never.changed from one
basal series to another basal series during a school year.
However, 107 students (38.8%) had changed basal series during
one school year. Twenty-three students (8.3%) had changed
basal series in each of two, school years.

A more detailed presentation of the cumulative folder check can be found
in Appendix B of the Reading Curriculum Study Final Technical Report,
Publication Number 80.34.

Ft
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Reading Curriculum Study: Grades K-3

Appendix A

TEACHER INTERVIEW

A-1
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80.34 'Instrument Description: Teacher Interview

3rief'describtion of the instrument:

A.

4o

The teacher interview instrument consisted of 31questions. Die teachers were asked
to identify the sources of information they took into consideration when planning
reading instruction, and to'evaluate the upsfulpess of the planning materials provided
by District personnel. The following questions were openended: 1-5, 15-19, 21, 24,
and 26. Common responses were identified during the pilot study and were written
below the openended questions to facilitate the recording of informati4n by the
interviewer. Responses not provided on the interview form were written in by hand.
The following were closed questions: 6-14, 20, 22-23, 25, 27-31.

To whom was the instrument administered?

A total of 80 K-3 teachers were interviewedinvolving 20 teachers at each grade level.
One or two teachers were interviewed at each of 58 AISD elementary campuses. _

How many tines was the instrument administered?

Once to each teacher.

When was the instrument administered?

January thrOugh March, 1981.

Where was the instrument administered?

In a quiet classroom or school library.

Who administered the instrument?

The District Priorities evaluation stet.

What training did the administrators have?

The Evaluator for the Reeding Curriculum,Study piloted a draft interview instrument
with three teachers prioi to data collcction. Following the pilot study, the instru
ment was revised to decrease the length of the interview and to clarify some of the
questions. All the staff members who conducted the interviews participated in a
short training session before the interviews began. Additional issues were clarified
as the need arose.

Was the instrument administered under standardized conditions?

Yes. a

1

Were theta problems with the instrement or the administration that might
affect the validity of the data?

The validity of the data obtained fqr one item (05) was questionable, and the item
was not included in the data analysis.

Who developed the instrument?

The Evaluator for the Reading Curriculum Study.

What reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?

None.

Are there norm data available for interpret:nit the results?

No.

3

A-2
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TEACHER INTERVIEW

Purpose

A teacher interview was conducted in the winter of 1981 in order to obtain
information relevant to the following decision and evaluation questions:

'Decision Question 1: Should there be changes in the general
approach to reading.in the District?

Evaluation Question D1-2: How are decisions made at the
'campus level with-regard to the following:

a) Placement of students in basals/reading groups
b)Sequence of instruction
c) Movement of students' from one reading group to another
d) Allocation of class time to different reading activities.

/Evaluaiion Question D1-3: -How are decisions made about
supplementary instruction (Title I, SCE, Migrant, etc.)
in the following areas:

a) Who decides what the supplementary teachers will teach?
b) Who-keeps records of student progress?
c) Who gives grades to students?
'd) Who tepaits to parents?

Decision Question 2:_ Should therebe changes in the materials central
of fide administration gives to teachers to use in planning reading
instruction?- - A

Evaluation Question D2-1: To what extent are AISD teachers aware
of the materials-central office administration provides for use
in planning reading instruction?

Evaluation QuestionD2-2: Which of these-materials are perceived
as the most valuable? 'Why?

Evaluation-Question D2-3: Are any of the Materials perceived as
expendable? Why? ''

Evaluation Question-D2 -4: What general-steps can be taken to
insure the usefulness of such materials?

Decision Question 3: Should there.be_chauges in the record-keeping
requirements and procedures related to reading?

A-3

13
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Evaluation Question D3-2: How many teachers look at the
reading information in their students' cumulative folders?

Evaluation Question D3-3: How many teachers use the reading
information in cumulative folders for placement purposes?

Evaluation Question D3-4: 'How many teachers administer
informal reading inventories or other diagnostic measures
to their students at the beginning of the school year?

Evaluation Question D3-5: How much teacher time is involved
in the administration of diagnostic measures?

Evaluation Question D3-6: How many teachers would like to
have basal test information on their entering students?

Evaluation Question D3-7: How many teachers feel basal testing
should be a District requirement?

Evaluation Question D3-8: If adopted as a requirement, which
would be most practical, end-of-unit or end-of-book basal testing?

Procedure

In November 1980, a memo (Attachment A-1) was sent to the AISD elementary
principals to inform them of the Reading Curriculum 'Study. The memo
notified the principals that one or two K-3 teachers would be interviewed
at each school. Attachment A-2 shows the distribution of the teacher
interviews in the schools.

After considering input from the Director of Elementary Education, the
elementary instructional coordinators, and the Department of Developmental
Programs staff, the Evaluator for the Reading Curriculum Study designed a
draft interview instrument. The draft interview instrument was piloted with
three teachers January 8-11, 1981. Following the pilot study, the instrument
was revised to decrease the length of the interview and to clarify some of
the questions. Attachment A-3 is the final interview instrument.

The interviews were conducted by four members of the District Priorities
evaluation staff. All the interviewers participated in a short training
session before the interviews began. Additional procedural issues were
clarified as the need arose.

The teachers to be interviewed were selected at random from the school lists
published in the 1980-81 AISD Directory, and assigned to one of the four
interviewers. The interviewers were responsible for scheduling the inter-
view appointments. They contacted the teachers and arranged meeting times,
thatdid not interfere with classroom instruction. When an appointment was
made relatively far in advance of the actual interview, a confirmation memo
(Attachment A-4) was sent to the teacher.

A-4
14



Data from the interviews were transferred to coding forms and keypunched
and verified at the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory. The data
are available at U. T. on PFB567, 0208, INTDAT1, and INTDAT2. Attachment A-5
shows the format for INTDAT1 and Attachment A-6 shows the format for INTDAT2.

The SPSS program FREQUENCIES was used to tally the data. The control files
are available at U. T. on PFB567, 0208, INTCON1 and INTCON2.

Lam The results will be presented according to the questions on the interview
form.

How do you make decisions about the placement of your students in basals or
reading/oral language groups? (Evaluation Question Dl-l)

The responses to this question are shown in Figure A-1. Examination of the
data reveals the most common sources of information used to place students
in basals or readingoral language groups are teacher observation and formal/
informal reading or oral language inventories (each used by 60% of the
teachers). Less than one-half of the teachers took into consideration such
things as reading information in the cumulative folder (43%), teacher-made
tests (40%), and District test scores (24%). A total of 28 of the 60 first,
second, and third-grade teachers said they consider the recommendation of

. the previous teacher when placing students in basals or reading/oral language
gtoups. However, it is not known how many teachers had such recommendations'
available to them.

How many kindergarten teachers group, their students (by ability level) for
oral language instruction?

Of the teachers interviewed, 15 kindergarten teachers grouped their students
and five did not.

How do you make decisions about which reading skills will be taught during
the year?

The responses to this question are displayed in Figure A-2. The most
common _sources of information used by teachers to identify the skills to be
taught were the teacher guide for the reading or oral language series (used
by 90%of the teachers), and teacher observation (61%). No other sources
of information were mentioned by a majority of the'teachers. Only 23% of
the teachers indicated they use the Essential Competencies in deciding what
skills to teach during reading instruction.
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How do you make decisions about the sequence of instructional activities?
(Evaluation Question D1-2)

The responses to this question are shown in Figure A-3. The most common
source of information used to sequence instruction was the teacher guide
for the reading or oral language series (used by 85% of the teachers).
Teacher observation was used by 53% of the teachers. No other sources of

informationwere used by a majority of the teacners.

How do you decide if a student should be moved from one reading group to
another? (Evaluation Question D1-2)

Figure A-4 shows the responses to this question. The most common sources
of information considered when deciding to move students are teacher
observation (used by 85% of the teachers), and the student's performance
in the basal or oral language series (64%). No other sources of informa
tion were used by a majority of the teachers.

How do you decide how much time to spend in basal instruction, skills
development, and application activities? (Evaluation Question D1-2)

The results to this question are not reported in this appendix, insomuch as
most of the teachers did not seem to understand the question, and the validity

of their responses was queStionable.

Do any of your students receive supplementary Instruction from a Title I
teacher, SCE teacher, migrant teacher, bilingual teacher, or special educa

tion teacher?

A total of b9 teachers (74%) responded "yes" to this question and 21 (26%)
responded "no." Of the teachers interviewed, 29 had students who received
Title I teacher instruction, seven had students who received migrant teacher
instruction, 11 had students who received bilingual teacher instruction,
31 had students who received special education teacher instruction, and six
had students who received instruction from an SCE teacher.

The results for all the supplementary teachers combined are reported in thc,
following paragraphs. Viewed collectively, the data suggest a coordination
problem may exist, in tha a good portion of the classroom and supplementary
teachers are not planning or executing their instructional activities on a
joint basis.

Who decides what the,supplementary teachers will teach? (Evaluation

Question D1-3)

Clas_ oom Teacher Supplementary Teacher Both

5 (6%) 33 (39%) 46 (55%)
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Is your reading instruction formally coordinated with the instruction
provided by the supplementary teacher?

Yes

44 (52%)

No

40 (48%)

Who keeps the cumulaNkg_records for the students?

111W
Classronineacher

"
Supplementary Teacher

JP

83 (99%) 1 (1%)

Who gives grades to the students?

Classroom Teacher Supplementary Teacher Both

46 (55%) 11 (13%) 27 (32%)

Who reports to parents? (During parent conferences)

Classroom, Teacher Supplementary Teacher Both

46 (55%) 0 (0%) 38 (45%)

Figures A-5 through A-9 report the results by project. In view of the
small sample sizes, however, the findings should be considered only sugges-
tive.

The AISD central office administration distributes a number of materials
to assist you in planning reading instruction. Which of these materials
are you acquainted with, and which do you use in planning reading instruc-
tion for your students? (Evaluation Question D2-1)

The responses to this question are reported in Figure A-10; Examination of
the data reveals the most frequently used resource is the teacher guide
(used by 96% of the teachers) followed by the Essential Competencies (81%),
and the reading level/supplementary text information in the cumulative
folder (7%). The materials that were least known were also used the least.
These included the alpha listing of scores, the rank order of scores, and
the School Summary of Skills.

,

Which of these materials are perceived as-the most valuable in planning
reading instruction? (Evaluation Question D2-2)

The responses to this question are reported in Figure A-11.
Figure A-11 are consistent with the data in Figure A-10, in
of information used the most are also perceived as the most
the sources of informatilg known the least are perceived as

A-7

17

The data in
that the sources
valuable and

the least valable.
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Figure A-11 also indicates there is more Agreement-on the value of the
teacher guide in planning instruction than on any other resource. A total

of 81% of the teachers in the sample indicated the teacher guide was valua-
ble, while 56% of the teachers felt the Essential Competencies were valuable,
and 47% of the teachers felt the reading level/supplementary text information
in the ,cumulative folder was valuable. No other sources of information were
considered valuable by a majority of the teachers,.

Why are these materials valuable? (Evaluation Question D2-2)

Teachers feel the teacher guide is helpful in that:

it is clear and gives step-by-step directions for instruction;
it identifies and sequences the essential skills; and
it suggests activities and optional reading selections.

Teachers feel the Essential Competencies are helpful because they identify
the objectives to be learned.

Teachers feel the reading level/supplementary text information in the cumula-

tive folder is helpful because it:

gives a history of the student's basal instruction;
helps the teacher know where to begin instruction; and
assists the teacher in grouping students.

Are any of the materials perceived as expendable? (Evaluation Question D2-3

The responses to this question are reported in Figure A-12. The data reveal

none of the materials are felt to be expendable by a majority of the teachers.

Those resources felt to-be the most expendable are those that are the least
well known by the teachers (alpha listing, rank order, school summary), as
well as the Individual Skill Analysis (perceived expendable by 25% of the
teachers), and the Manage:gent Strategies (perceived expendable by 21% of the

teachers).

lily are these materials perceived as expendable? Evaluation Question D2-3)

Teachers feel the alpha listing, rank order listing, and School Summary are

expendable because they:

contain information already available-1n another form;
do not knov how to use the information to plan instruction;
did not know these sources of informition existed;
do not feel the information is helpful for planning at the classroom

level.

A-8 13



Teachers feel the Individual Skill Analysis is expendable because the teachers:

don't feel test scores are really valid;
don't like to wade through all the information on the Individual Skill
Analysis; and .

feel the Individual Skill Analysis is only useful for students with
reading problems; and
don't know how to use the information to plan instruction.

Teachers feel the Management Strategies are expendable because they:

provide information that can be obtained elsewhere; and
contain too much information.

Are there any additional materials or types of information that you would like
to have for planning reading instruction?

A total of 53 (66%) of the teachers desired more planning information, while
.27 (34%) did not. The materials desired are listed in Attachment A-7 by grade
level.

What'steps do you think can be taken by District administrators to make sure
the planning materials they give you are useful? (Evaluation_guestion D2-4)

The responses to this question are provided in Figure A-13. The most frequent
responses were:

Survey teachers to find out what they need, then use the information
to decide what to develop and how to design the materials (response
given by 65% of the teachers)
Pilot curriculum materials before placing them in final form and
disseminating them Districtwide (response given by 44% of the teachers).

Is it hard for teachers to keep cumulative folders up-to-date?

A total of 26 teachers (33%) stated it was difficult for teachers to keep
cumulative folders up-to-date, while 54 teachers (68%) said it was not diffi-
cult.

What kinds of problems do teachers have in maintaining cumulative folders?

The responses to this question are provided in Figure A-14. Lack of time was
.

the most frequent answer.

Have you looked at the reading information in the cumulative folders of your
students this year? (Evaluation Question D3-2)

A total of 56 teachers (93%) had reviewed the cumulative folders of their
students, and b teachers (7%) had not reviewed the folders. This question was
not considered applicable for kindergarten teachers.

AL9
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Did you use the information in the cumulative folders to diagnose the readimi
needs of your students? (Evaluation Question D3-3)

A total of 46i:teachers (77%) responded-"yes" to this question and 14 teachers
(23%) responded "no." This question was not asked of the kindergarten teachers.

What information in the cumulative folders was the most helpful in diagnosing
student needs?

The responses to this question are shown in Figure A -15. Examination of the
figure reveals the basal reading level information was used by more teachers
than any other type of information in the cumulative folder. No other type
of information in the cumulative folder was used by a majority of the teachers.
This question was not asked of the kindergarten teachers.

Would you like to see any changes in the reading information that is kept in
the cumulative folders?

A- total of 39 teachers. (49%) responded "yes" co this question, and 41 teachers
(51%) responded "no,"

What changes in the cumulative folder would you like to see?

The responses to this question are shown in Attachment A-8. The changes
requested the most frequently were:

a brief checklist showing mastery of skill's that could be passed
on to the next teacher; and
a space in which teacher recommendations could be recorded.

Do you administer informal reading inventories or other diagnostic measures to
your students at the beginning of the school year? (Evaluation Question D3-4)

A total Of 48 teachers (60%) stated they administered diagnostic measures to
all their students at the beginning of the school year. A total of 28 teachers
(35%) said they administered diagnostic measures to some of their students, and
four teachers (5%) said they did not administer diagnostic measures to their
students.

How much teacher time is involved in the administration of diagnostic reading
measures at the beginning of the school year? (Evaluation Question D3-5)

Number of Hours Number of Teachers Percent.

1 - 5 hours 40 50%

6 - 10 hours 17 21%

11 - 25 hours 17 21%

Not Applicable* 6 8%

*Includes teachers who took less than One hour to administer the
diagnostic instrument.

A.-10
20.
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Would you like to have basal test information on your entering students?
(Evaluation Question D3-6)

A total'of 34 teachers (85%) said they would like have basal test informa-
tion un their entering students, and six teachers (15%) said they would not
be interested in receiving basal thst information. This question was not
asked of the kindergarten and first-grade teachers.

Should basal testing be a District requirement? (Evaluation Question D3-7)

A total of 42 teachers (7.)%) responded "yes" to this question, and 18 teachers
(30%) responded "no." The 20 kindergarten teachers were not asked this ques-
tion.

If adopted as a requirement, which would be more practical, end-of -unit or
end-of-book basal testin ? (Evaluation Question D3-8)

A total of 21 teachers (35%) felt end-of-unit basal testing would be
appropriate, while 39 teachers (65%) felt end-of-book testing would be
appropriate. The 20 -kindergarten'teachers were not asked this question.

The-information in this appendix was summarized
to facilitate presentation to-District personnel.
This summary is provided in the preface of this
Final Technical Report.

No. of Teachers Not
Source of Information Using Source Applicable Percent

Teacher Observation
Reading information in cumulative

folder (reading level and/or
supplementary text list)

Seat 'Work

District test scores in cumulative
.folders

Basal test scores in cumulative folders
Teacher-made tests, oral or written
Formal/informal reading or oral language

inventories
4icommendation from previous teacherN

48 0 60%

26 20 43%*
16 0 20%

-

19 0 24%
6 20 **

32 0 40%

48 0 60%
28 ** **

777..ntage excludes "not applicable" responses
**It is ib certain how many teachers had this information available to them.

AM.

Figure A-1. HOWNDO TEACHERS MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT THE PLACEMENT OF
STUDENTS IN BASALS OR READING/ORAL LANGUAGE GROUPS?
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A No. of Teachers Not

Sodrce of Information Using Source Applicable Percent

Teacher Guide 72 0 -90%

Teacher Observation 49 0 61%

Seat Work 12 0 15%

Planning with Other Teachers 8. 0 10%

Essentfal Competencies 18 0 23%

District Test Scores 3 0 4%

LOMS 6 * *

*It is-not known how many of the teachers interviewed used LOMS.

Figure A-2. HOW DO TEACHERS MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT WHICH READING
SKILLS WILL BE TAUGH1 DURING THE YEAR?

Source of Information

No. of Teachers
Using Source AppiiOable Percent

Teachei Guide 68 0 85%

Teacher Observation 42 0 53Z

Seat Work 11 0 14%

Planning with Other Teachers 6 0 8%

LOMS 6 *

*It is not known how many of the teachers interviewed used the
LOMS materials.

F1.01re A-3. HOW DO TEACHERS MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT THE SEQUENCE

OF INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES?
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Source of Information
IIMM

No. of Teachers Not
Using Source Applicable Percent

Performance in basal or oral
language series. 47 7 64%*-, .

Teacher observation 62 . 1 7 85%*

Seat work 35 7 48%*

Basal tests 17 20 28%*

Teachei-made test, oral or
written a 7 7 10%*

Student-teacher conference 1 7

Listening skills 11 7 15%*

Informal reading inventory 5 20 8%*

* eludes "not applicable" responses.
/111111V

. Figure HOW DO TEACHERS' DECIDE IF A STUDENT SHOULD CHANGE
READING GROUPS?

Who decides what the Title I teacher
will teach?

Is your reading instruction formally
coordinated with the instruction
provided by-the Title I teacher?

Who keeps the cumulative records for
the students?

Who gives-grades to the students?

Who reports to parents?

Classroom Title I
Teacher Teacher Both Yes No

3 9 17

r-
- 15 14

29 0 0

22 0 7

20 9

N = 29

Figure A-5, COORDIMON BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND TITLE I TEACHERS.

Af.18
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Who decides what the migrant teacher

Classroom
Teacher

Migrant
Teacher Both Yes No

will teach? 0 2 5

Is your reading instruction formally
coordinated with the. instruction
Provided by the migrant teacher? 4 3

Who keeps the cumulative records
for the students? 7 0

...,

0

Who gives grades to the students? 4 1 2

Who reports to parents? 4 0 3

N =7

Figure A-6. COORDINATION BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND MIGRANT TEACHERS.

Bilin-
.

Classroom gual
Teacher Teacher Both Yes No

Who decides what the bilingual teacher
will teach?

Is your reading instruction formally.
coordinated with the instruction

1 7 3 -

provided by the bilingual teacher? --4:5 6

Who keeps the cumulative records for
the students? 11

Who gives gradei to, the students? 4 4 3

Who reports to parents? 6 0 15

N = 11

Figure A-7I COORDINATION BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND BILINGUAL TEACHERS.

A-14 24
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Special
Classroom Education
Teacher Teacher Both Yes No

Who decides what the special education
teacher will teach? 1 12

Is your reading instruction formally
coordinated with the instruction
provided by the special education 0
teacher?' -

Who keeps the cumulative records for
the students? 30 1

Who'gives grades to the-student4? 15 4

Who reports to parents? 11 0

18

- 17 14

0

12.

20

1

Figure A-8. COORDINATION BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
TEACHERS. .

Classroom SCE
Teacher qeacher Both Yes NO

-

Who decides what the SCE teacher will
teach? 0 3 3

Is your- reading instruction formally
coordinated with the instruction
provided by the SCE teacher? 3 3

Who keeps the cumulative records for
the students? 6 0 0

Who gives grades to the students? 1 2 3

Who reports to parents? 5 0 1

N = 6

Figure A -9. COORDINATION BETWEEN CLASSROOM AND SCE TEACHERS.

;
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NOTICNOW KNOW ONLY KNOW & USE NOT APPLICABLE MATERIAL

2 (3%) 13 (16%) 65 (81%). 0

5 (6%) AO (50%) 35 (44%) 0

14 (23%) 46 (77%) *

.

.

3 (4%) .77 (967) 0

0 '32 (40%) 48 (60%) 0

1 (3%) 24(60%) 15 (38%) **

19 (32%) .33 (55%) 8 (13%)

24 (40%)7 31 (52%) 5 (8%)

41 (51%) 32-(1%) 7 (9%) 0

,

*All kindergarten teachers.

Essential Co etencies

Management Str tegies far
Reading Instruction

\
\A

Reading Level and SupplemeOtary
Text Information in Cumillative
Folder -. .,

Teacher Guide for Basal/Oral
Language Series /Supplementary
Texts

District Test Scores on Labels in
Cumulative Folders

ITBS Individual Skill Analyses

Alpha Listing of Scores by Grade

Rank Ordgr Listing of Scores by Grade

School Summary Skills Analysis

**All kindergarten and first-grade teachers.

Figure A-10. WHICH OF THE MATERIALS, DISTRIBUTED BY AISD ARE YOU ACQUAINTED WITH,
AND WHICH DO YOU USE IN PLANNING READING IrSTRUMON?

26,0-
, L
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MOST VALUABLE
NOT THE

MOST VALUABLE N/A MATERIAL

45 (56%) 35 (44%) C Essential Competencies

A (19%) 55 (81%) 0 Management Strategies for
Reading Instruction

28 (47%) 32 (53%) Reading Level and Supplementary
Text Information in Cumulative
Folder

65 (81%) 15 (19%) 0 Teacher Guide for Basal/Oral

Language Series/Supplementary
Texts

19 (24%) 61 (76%) 0 District Test Scores on Labels
in Cumulative Folders

6 (15%) 34 (85%) ** ITBS Individual Skill Analyses

1 (2%) 59 (98%) Alpha Listing of Scores by Grade

1 (2%) 59 (98%) 'Rank Order Listing of Scores by
Grade

3 (4%) 77 (96%) 0 School Summary Skills Analysis

,*All'kindergarten teachers. **All kindergarten and first-grade teachers.

Figure A-11. WHICH MATERIALS ARE OF MOST VALUE YUU IN PLANNING
READING INSTRUCTION?

ti I

A-17
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YES NO N/A MATERIAL

7 (9%) 73 (91%) 0 Essential Competencies

17 (21%) 63 (79%) 0 Management Strategies for Reading
Instruction

1 (2%) 59 (98%) Reading Level and Supplementary Text
Information in Cumulative Folder

1 (1%) 79 (99%) 0 Teacher Guide for Basal/Oral Language
Series/Supplementary Texts

7 (9%) 73 (91%) 0 District Test Scores on Labels in
Cumulative Folders

10 (25%) 30 (75%) ** ITBS Individual Skill Analyses

17 (28%) 43 (72%) * Alpha Listing of Scores by Grade

15 (25%) 45 (75%) * Rank Order Listing of Scores by Grade

13 (16%) 67 (84%) 0 School Summary Skills Analysis

*All kindergarten teachers. **All kindergarten and first-grade teachers.

Figure A-12. ARE ANY OF THESE MATERIALS EXPENDABLE?

A-18
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ACTION FRE UENCY OF RESPONSE

Survey teachers to find out what they need,
and then use the information to decide what
to develop and how to design it.

Pilot curriculum materials before placing
them in final form and disseminating them
Districtwide.

55

37

Increase teacher input during the planning
stages by interviewing teachers or having
:'teachers participate in the development of
curriculum guides. 5

Shorten publications. Lengthy publications
are not read. 4

Conduct workshops on new materials before
implementation occurs. 3

Have a workshop for new teachers and show
them how to use District materials and com-
plete District records. 1

Distribute materials early so they can be

1examined and reviewed at leisure.

Develop materials specifically for kinder-
garten teachers, rather than simply giving
them general K-6 publications which address
few kindergarten issues. 1

Figure A-13. WHAT STEPS CAN BF TAKEN BY DISTRICT ADMINISTRATORS
TO ENSURE THg USEFULNESS OF PLANNING MATERIALS?

0 0,

A191
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RESPONSE FREQUENCY

Lack of time. 27

It is difficult to get all the
information together to start the
cumulative folders for kindergarten
students or students new to AISD. 2

There are too many forms to complete. 1

The information in the folder may
change. 1

I do not have easy access to the
cumulative foldersthey are kept
in the vault. 1

There is to much picky information
to fill out, like entry and exit dates.

The required materials change from
campus to campus.

Forgetfulness.

1

1

Figure A-14. WHAT PROBLEMS DO TEACHERS HAVE IN MAINTAINING
CUMULATIVE FOLDERS?

INFORMATION

PERCENT OF TEACHERS
WHO FELT INFORMATION
WAS THE MOST USEFUL

Reading Level 61%

Supplementary Texts 18%

District Test Scores 31%

Basal Test Scores* 25%

*Not all the teachers had access to basal test scores.

Figure A-15. WHAT INFORMATION IN THE CUMULATIVE FOLDERS
WAS THE MOST HELPFUL IN DIAGNOSING STUDENT
NEEDS?

A-20
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Attachment A-1

AUSTri DIDEPMDEr-' SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Research and Evaluation

November 12, 1980

TO: Principals is Schools with Grades K-3

FROM: Patsy Totusek

SUBJECT: Reading Curriculum Study

In recent years, AISD teachers, principals, and central office administrators
have shown a growing interest is the development of a more coordinated
reading/language arts curriculum. The Reading Curriculum Study was Lit -
tiated in response to this interest.

As part of the Reading Curriculum Study, we plan to interview approxi-
mately 10-122 of the K-3 teachers. We also plan to survey the permanent
record folders for a sample of students in grade three to determine what
data are available to teachers in tracking the progress of students is
reading.

The teacher interviews will be conducted from November 1980 to March 1981,
and appointments for each interview will be made is advance. The teachers
will be asked to describe their instructional practices, to assess the
curriculum materials provided by the District, and rd-offer suggestions
for improvement.

Permanent folders will be examined in a sample of the schools with students
in grade three. We would like to select for the survey the folders of
two teachers at each participating school whose classes include high,
middle, aid law abilit7 students. Other than access to the folders, no
teacher time will be required for this part of the study. You will be
notified if your school will be involved in the permanent record review,
and a schedule will be arranged at your convenience.

We would appreciate it if you would tell the teachers at your school about
the study, and inform them they may be selected at random for a teacher
incervtew.

Thank you for your assistance.

PT:mdy

Approved:

Approved:

tractor, Research 11Yui,(& Or)/

/g-Llid; 24=L6e---

7'

Acting Director, Elementary yucation

A.3d
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Menchaca (K-6) 1 X

Metz (K-3)* 1 X

I

Norman (K-3)* 1

,--

Oak Hill (K-6) 1 1

Oak Springs (K-3)* 1 1

Odom (K-6) 1

Ortega (K, 4-6)* 1

Pease (K-6) 1

Pecan Springs (K-3) 1

Pillow (K-3) 1 X

Pleasant Hill (K-6) 1

Reilly (K-6) 1

Ridgetop (K-6)* 1 1

Rosedale (K, 4-6)* 1

Rosewood (1-3)* 1 1
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DATE

GRADE

AUSTIN I NDEPENDENT Sa-lOOL DISTRICT

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

TEACHER INTERVIEW
DISTRICT PRIORITIES

SCHOOL

Attachment A-3
(Page 1 of 6)

INTERVIEWER

FIRST I'M GOING TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW YOU MAKE SOME SPECIFIC
TYPES OF DECISIONS.

1. HOW DO YOU MA4 DECISIONS ABOUT THE PLACEMENT OF YOUR STUDENTS IN BASALS OR
raDING GROUPS?

TEACHER OBSERVATION TEACHER-MADE TESTS

SEAT WORK INFORMAL READING INVENTORIES

INFO iN CUMULATIVE FOLDER RECOMMENDATIONS FROM PREVIOUS TEACHERSING
AND/OR SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS)

OTHER (DESCRIBE)

_DISTRICT TEST SCORES IN CUM 7OLDERS

__BASAL TEST SCORES IN CUM FOLDERS

2. HOW DO YQU MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT WHICH READING SKILLS WILL BE TAUGHT DURING
THE YEAR

COVERS SKILLS ADDRESSED IN BASAL OR LANGUAGE SERIES

_TEACHER OBSERVATION

_SEAT WORK

_FORMAL PLANNING WITH OTHER TEACHERS

_OTHER (DESCRIBE)

A-26
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Attachment A-3
(continued, page 2 of 6)

3. HOW DO YOU MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT THE SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES?

4.

_FOLLOWS SEQUENCE IN BASAL OR LANGUAGE SERIES

TEACHER OBSERVATION

SEAT WORK

__FORMAL PLANNING WITH OTHER TEACHERS

HOW CO YOU DECIDE IF A STUDENT SHOULD BE MOVED FROM ONE READING GROUP TO ANOTHER?

___PERFORMANCE IN BASAL OR LANGUAGE SERIES

TEACHER OBSERVATION

__SEAT WORK

___END-OF-BOOK TEST

___LISTENING SKILLS

5. HOW DO YOU DECIDE HOW MUCH JAIME TO SPEND IN BAIL INSTRUCTION, SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATICN

TEACHER OBSERVATION

SEAT WORK

OTHER (DESCRIBE)

37
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Attachment A-3
(continued, page 3 of 6)

30.34

6. DO ANY OF YOUR STUDENTS RECEIVE SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTION FROM A TITLE I TEACHER,
MIGRANT TEACHER, BILINGUAL TEACHER, OR SPECIAL ED TEACHER?

YES ____NO

IF RESPONSE IS "NO" GO TO QUESTION 0 13.

7. WHAT TYPE OF SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES DO YOUR STUDENTS RECEIVE?

_TITLE I MIGRANT BILINGUAL SPECIAL EDUCATION

8. WHO DECIDES WHAT THE SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHERS WILL TEACH?

CLASSROOM TEACHER SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER

CLASSROOM AND SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER

9. IS YOUR READING INSTRUCTION FORMALLY CQORDINATED WITH THE INSTRUCTION
PROVIDED BY THE SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER (S Y?

YES NO

10. WHO KEEPS RECORDS OF STUDENT PROGRESS?

CLASSROOM TEACHER SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER

11. WHO GIVES GRADES TO THE STUDENTS?

CLASSROOM TEACHER SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER

12, WHO REPORTS TO PARENTS?

CLASSROOM TEACHER IN CON-
SULTATION WITH SUP TEACHER

__CLASSROOM TEACHER CLASSROOM AND SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHER
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Attachment A-3
(continued, page 4 of 6)

8G.34

I'M GOING TO NAME SOME MATERIALS NOW THAT HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED BY AISD. I'D
LIKE YOU TO TELL ME IF YOU ARE ACQUAINTED WITH THESE MATERIALS AND IF YOU USE
THE' IN PLANNING THE READING INSTRUCTION FOR YOUR STUDENTS.

13.

121(kt LSE

ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR
READING INSTRUCTION

READING LEVEL AND SUPP
TEXT INFO IN CUM FOLDER

- TEACHER GUIDE FOR BASAL/
SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS

DISTRICT TEST SCORES ON LABELS IN
CUM FOLDERS

INDIV SKILL ANALYSES IN CUM FOLDER
(DISTRICT TEST PROFILE)

ALPHA LISTTNG BY GRADE (SCORES)

RANK ORDER BY TEST SCORE BY GRADE

SCHOOL SUMMARIES SKILLS ANALYSES

14. WHICH OF THESE MATERIALS DO YOU FEEL ARE THE MOST VALUABLE IN PLANNING
READING INSTRUCTION?

_.ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES

__MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

__BEADING LEVEL & SLPP
TEXT INFO IN CLII FOLDER

TEACHER GUIDE

15. WHY ARE THESE MATERIALS VALUABLE?

DISTRICT TEST SCORES ON LABELS

SKILL ANALYSES

-ALPHA LISTING BY GRADE

_RANK ORDER

SCHOOL SUMMARIES

16. DO YOU FEEL ANY OF THE MATERIALS ARE EXPENDABLE?

17. WHY DO YOU FEEL THESE MATERIALS ARE EXPENDABLE?
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Attachment A-3
(continued, page 5 of 6)

80.34

18. ARE THERE ANY ADDITIONAL MATERIALS OR PIECES OF INFQRMATICN THAT YOU
WOULD LIKE TO HAVE FOR PLANNING READING INSTRUCTION(

19. WHAT STEPS DO YOU THINK CAN BE TAKEN BY DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR TO MAKE
SURE THE PLANNING MATERIALS THEY GIVE YOU ARE USEFUL(

SURVEY TEACHERS TO FIND OUT WHAT THEY NEED

___PILOT CURRICULUM MATERIALS

VOW I'VE GOT SOME QUESTIONS FOR VOU ABOUT CUMULATIVE FOLDERS.

20. IS IT HARD FOR TEACHERS TO KEEP CUMULATIVE FOLDERS UP-TO-DATE?

YES __140

21. WHAT KIND OF PROBLEMS DO THEY HAVE IN DOING SO?

22. HAVE YOU LOOKED AT THE READING-INFORMATION IN THE CUMULATIVE FOLDERS OF
YOUR STUDENTS THIS YEAR?

YES ___NO

23. DID YOU USE THE INFORMATION TO DIAGNOSE THE READING NEEDS OF YOUR STUDENTS?

YES ___NO

j7

24. WHAT INFORMATION IN THE FOLDERS WAS THE MOST HELPFUL IN DIAGNOSING STUDENT

NEEDSY

-__READING LEVEL ___DISTRICT TEST SCORES BASAL TEST SCORES

SUPP TEXTS
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Attachment A-3
(continued, page 6 of 6)

80.34

25. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ANY CHANGES IN THE READING INFORMATION THAT IS KEPT
IN THE CUMULATIVE FOLDERS?

___YES ___NO

26. MAT CHANGES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?

OK, NOW I HAVE SOME MORE QUESTIONS FOR YOU ABOUT DIAGNOSING YOUR STUDENTS'
READING SKILLS.

27. DO YOU ADMINISTER INFORMAL READING INVENTORIES OR OTHER DIAGNQSTIC
MEASURES TO YOUR STUDENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR?

YES, TO ALL STUDENTS YES, TO SONIC STUDENTS ___NO

28. APPROXIMATELY NOW MUCH OF YOUR TIME DOES THIS TAKE? (IN HOURS)

29. WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE BASAL TEST INFORMATION ON YOUR ENTERING STUDENTS?

YES

30. DO YOU THINK BASAL TESTING SHOULD BE A DISTRICT REQUIREMENT?

YES ___140

31. IF ADOPTED AS A REQUIREMENT, WHICH WOULD BE MOST PRACTICAL, END-OF-UNIT
OR END OF-BOOK BASAL TESTING?

END -OF -UNIT END-OF-BOOK
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80.34

Attachment A-4

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Research and Evaluation

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: Confirmation of Interview Appointment

Just a note to remind you that I will be at your school on
at to interview you for the Reading Curriculum Study.

See you then!

PT:mdy
cc: Principal

APPROVED: -",..-_;)ff/

Director, Research and Evaluatio

APPROVED:
Acting Director, Elementary Educa 1 on
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FILE II) A j (11 N

PROGRAM: District Priorities

YEAR: 1980-81

CONTENTS

CARD FILE LAYOUT
Page 1 of 5

LOCATION:

o3
AISD

Zo4

UT PE B567 , 0208 , INTDAT1
acct. pass. file name

: iteaaing curriculum

Columns

scuay: Teacner interviews, tart i

Description

II

Field

1 - 3 File ID: AQN

4 - 5 Teacher Code

6 Grade Level 0, 1, 2, 3

7 PLCMNT1 Teacher Observation 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

8 PLCM4JT2 Seatwork 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

9 PLCMNT3 Reading Level-Supp Text 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

10 PLCMNT4 Dis Test Scores-Cum Folder 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

11 PLCMNT5 Basal Test Scores-Cum Folder 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

12 PLCMNT6 Teacher-made tests, oral or written 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = 11/A

13 FLCMNT7 For-Inf reading, oral lang inventories 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A I

14 PLCMNT 8 Rees from previous teacher 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

15 PLCMNT 9 Kindergarten Grouping 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

44



FILE ID A ) Q/ N

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

UT PF ,

Page 2 of 5

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

18 IDENSK1 Basal/Lang Series 1 - yes 2 = no

19 IDENSK2 Teacher Observation 1 = yes 2 = no

20 IDENSK3 Seat Work 1 = yes 2 = no

21 IDENSK4 Planning w/other teachers 1 = yes 2 = no

22 IDENSK5 ESS Comp 1 = yes 2 = no

23 IDENSK6 District Test Scores 1 = yes 2 = no

24 IDENSK7 LOMS 1 = yes 2 = no

27 SEQ1 Basal/Lang Series 1 = yes 2 = no

2 = no28 SEQ2 Teacher Observation 1 = yes

29 SEQ3 Seat Work 1 = yes 2 = no

30 SEQ4 Planaing w/other teachers 1 = yes 2 = no

31 SEQ5 LOMS 1 = yes 2 = no

NJ

0
I-11

LSI
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FILE ID __A N

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

4"

CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

UT PF

Page 3 of 5

acct. pass. t,, le name

Field Columns Description

34 MOVE 1 Performance Basal-Lang Series 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

35 MOVE2 Teacher Observation 1 = yes 2 = no 3= N/A

36 MOVE3 Seat work 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

37 MOVE4 Basal tests 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

38 MOVES Teacher-made test, oral-written 1 = yes 2 no 3 = N/A

39 MOVE6 Student-teacher conference 1 = yes 2 - no 3 = N/A

40 MOVE? Listening skills 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

41 MOVES Ti_irmal Reading Inventory 1 = yes 7 = no 3 = N/A

42 MOVE9 Team Teachers Discuss 1 - yes 2 = no

44 SUPPINS Supplementary Instruction? 1 = yes 2 - no

45 Title I 1 = yes 2 = no

46 TitlVarl 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

47 TitlVar2 1 = yes 2 = no

48 TitlVar3 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both
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FILE II) A / OA_ II_

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENT

CARD FILE LAYOUT
Page 4 of 5

LOCATION:

oo

AISD o.
w
.&-.

UT PF , .

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

49 TitiVar4 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

50 TitIVar5 1 = u 11
2 - "

u 3 u

51 Migrant 1 = yes 2 = no

52 MigVarl 1 = classroom teacher 2 - sup teacher 3 = both

53 MigVar2 1 = yes 2 = no

54 MigVar3 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

33 misVar4 1 = II 11
2 = "

11 3 II

56 MigVar5 1 = u 11
2

II
= "

3 II

57 Biling 1 = yes 2 = no

58 BilVarl 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

59 BilVar2 1 = yes 2 = no

60 BilVar3 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

61 BilVar4 1
II II

2
II= " 3 II

62 9i1Var5 1 = II II
2 = "

u 3 II



FILE ID Al N

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

Page 5 of 5

UT PF 9

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

b3 SpecED 1 = yes 2 . no

64 SEVAR1 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

65 SEVAR2 1 = yes 2 = no

66 SEVAR3 1 = classroom teacher 2 - sup teacher 3 = both

67 SEVAR4 1 .' If II if2 = " 3 - Of

68 SEVAR5 1 '. If If If2 = "
3 le

69 SCE 1 = yes 2 - no

70 SCEVAR1 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

71 SCEVAR2 1 = yes 2 = no

72 SCEVAR3 1 = classroom teacher 2 = sup teacher 3 = both

73 SCEVAR4 I = If If 2 = "
If If

74 SCEVAR5 1 = If If 2 . "
If 3

-
If

51
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FILE ID A / Q / 0

PROGRAM: District Priorities

YEAR: 1980-81

CARD FILE LAYOUT

CONTENTS: Reading Curriculum Study: Teacher Interviews, Part II

I 1

k)

LOCATION:

AISD

Page 1 of 4

UT PFR567 0208, INTDAT2
acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

1 - 3 File ID

4 - 5 Teacher Code

_

6 Grade Level 0, 1, 2, 3

7 MAT1 USE ESSEN COMP? 1 DON'T KNOW 2 KNOW 3 KNOW AND USE 4 N/A

8

9

MAT2 USE MANAG STRAT? II II II II

USE READ LEV-SUPP
MAT3

TEXT INT:0?
11 II 11 u

10 MAT4 USE TEACHER GUIDE? u u II II

11
USE DISTRICT TEST

MATS
LABELS

II

11

II II II

12
USE INDIV

MATE
SKILL ANAL? II II II

13 MAT7 USE ALPHA LISTING? 11 II II II

14 MATS USE RANK ORDER? 11 11 11 II

15 MAT9 USE SCH SUMMARY? 11 u 11 II

17 VALVAR1 ESSEN COMP
VALUABLE?

1 yes 2 no 3 = WA

CO0



FILE II) 0

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION1

AISD

Page 2 of 4

CO0

UT PF

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

18 VALVAR2
MANAC STRAT
VALUABLE? 1 = ves 2 = no 3 = N/A

19 VALVAR3 READ LEV-SUPP
TEXT INFO VALUABLE? 11 11 11

20 VALVAR4 TEACHER GUIDE
VALUABLE? 11 11 11

21 VALVAR5
DISTRICT TEST
LABELS VALUABLE? II 11 11

22 VALVAR6
INDIV SKILLS
ANAL VALUABLE?

11 11 11

23 VALVAR7
ALPHA LISTING
VALUABLE? 11 11 II

24 VALVAR8 RANK ORDER
VALUABLE? le It 11

25 VALVAR9 SCHOOL SUMMARY
VALUABLE?

u II 11

27 EXPVAR1
ESSEN COMP
EXPENDABLE? 1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

28 EXPVAR2
MANAG STRAT
EXPENDABLE?

II 11 11

29 EXPVAR3 READ-SUPP INFO
EXPENDABLE?

11 11

30 EXPVAR4
TEACHER GUIDE
EXPENDABLE?

11 11 u

31 EXPVAR5 DISTRICT TEST
LABELS EXPENDABLE?

u si 1,
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FILE ID J I_ CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

PROGRAM: AISD

YEAR: _ UT PF , ,

acct. pass. file name
CONTENTS:

Field I Columns

Page 3 of 4

Description

32 EXPVAR6

33 EXPVAR7

INDIV SKILLS ANAL
EXPENDABLE?

ALPHA LIST
EXPENDABLE?

34 EXPVAR8 RANK ORDER
EXPENDABLE?

35 EXPVAR9 SCHOOL SUMMARY
EXPENDABLE?

1 = yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

36 PLANINF MORE PLANNING
INFO NEEDED?

37 MNTCUM DIFFICULT TO
MAINTAIN CUM?

38 REVCUM REVIEW CUM FOLDS
OF STUDENTS THIS YEAR?

11

11

tl

tl

39 USECUM USECUM FOLD TO
DIAGNOSE NEEDS?

40 CUMVAR1 DIAGNOSE WITH
READ-LEV INFO?

41 CUMVAR2 DIAGNOSE WITH
SUPP TEXT?

tl If

42 CUMVAR3 DIAGNOSE WITH
TEST LABELS?

43 CUMVAR4

44 CUMVARS

45 CUMVAR6

DIAGNOSE WITH
11

BASAL SCORES?

DIAGNOSE WITH
FAM BACKGRND?

DIAGNOSE WITH
CHECKLTS? 51_

pa.
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FILE ID Al
PROCRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

Field

ti
1./

CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

Page 4 of 4

UT PF

acct. pass. file name

Columns Description

47 CHNGCUM
DESIRE CHANGE
IN CUM FOLDER? 1 = yes 2 = no

48 DIAG GIVE DIAG MEASURE
TO STUDENTS? 1 = yes, to all 2 = yes, to some 3 = no

49 TIME HOURS TO GIVE
DIAG MEASURE? 1 = 1-5 hrs. 2 = 6-10 hrs.

3 11-25 hrs. 4 = N/A

50

51

LIKBAS WANT BASAL INFO
ON STUDENTS? 1 - yes 2 = no 3 = N/A

BASREQ SHOULD BASAL TEST
BE REQUIRD?

u u 11

52 FREQBAS IMALCLIMNG? 1 = end-of-unit 2 = end-of-book 3 - N/A



80.34

Attachment A-7
(Page 1 of 4)

WHAT ADDITIONAL MATERIALS OR INFORMATION WOULD YOU LIKE
TO HAVE FOR PLANNING READING INSTRUCTION?

KINDERGARTEN

Materials for the Letter People Program, my children have really learned
from watching these characters.

Lots of games for vocabulary development.

Tips on how to plan oral language instruction for low-income students.

Another test that covers more areas than the Boehm.

More materials to go with the guide. More manipulatives for reading.

A fall and spring testing, but not the same test both times. Bright
students remember the test.

Some kids are readers when they enter. I would like a bibliography of
easy pre-primers. It's very time consuming to try to locate these' on
my own in the library.

Sequencing of skills.

Ideas for exercises - practical ideas.

Like the math boxes - something on reading and language arts development.

More assistance with students who need more challenge. MacMillan doesn't
reach all students - - not challenging enough for some.

Need to know if teacher expectations are same as essential compe'encies -
teachers at next school gxpect more than is required in essential compe-
tencies.

FIRST GRADE

Would like to knOW if there are parental involvement materials available.

Suggestions for independent seat work in reading for 1st graders that do
not require teacher supervision - does not include workbooks.

C
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FIRST GRADE (con t)

SRA and other supplementary kits.

Attachment A-7
(continued, page 2 of 4)

A checklist that indicates which sounds a child knows - recognizing colors,
numerals, letter names, and letter sounds.

All the materials for the basals.

Dittos,-cards, etc. for one or two teachers to share, not one set for
seven teachers to share. Many supplies come out of teachers own pocket.

Less repetition of memos and handouts and better timing for distribution
of materials.

Some supplemental material to what we already have.

New ideas to help us better our program.

Tapes on skills so the child can work by himself.

Recommendations from previous teacher on each child's reading level and
notice of any special programs in which the child participated, this would
cut down on having to go through each folder.

Enough workbooks and basals for the children.

The competency tests at the end of the basal.

The supplementary materiaJr_ iur individual work.

Charts that go with the basals.

SECOND GRADE

An extra workbook with skills on basics - a consumable one which has
exercises building on each skill, The workbook should be organized by
skills, have different levels of difficulty, and have several sheets by
skill.

More supplementary materials for enri-,hment.

SRA - resources to use and tell at what level the students are performing.

Below level materials.
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80.34

=QM ritADE (cont'd)

Attachment A-7
(continued, page 3 of 4)

Guidelines to 111 schools on what basals to put students in (generally)
by ability level.

Materials that go with the basals.

Shortened districtwide chelklist of skills that is not made up by one
publisher, like the old Ladder of Skills.

Tests that test what the children are being taught.

Curriculum that is correlated with the achievement tests.

Pre-book assessment.

Mandatory end-of-book testing.

Tests that book manufacturers have for placing students in basals.

Kits for new basals.

More ideas for seat work. Share ideas across schools and grades. Teacher
guides for all the teachers.

SkA Lit for correct level - materials ordered this fall never arrived.

A skills checklist that is included in the cumulative folder.

Language Masters.

Cumulative folders on time at the beginning of the school year.

A fund that would allow us to buy dittos that go with the basals.

Charts and other supplementary materials that go with the basals.

THIRD GRADE

Ideas for extra learning center to reinforce skills.

Policy on use of workbooks needs to be clearly defined.

Need planning time to assess materials available - materials aren't a
problem, time is.

am
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Attachment A-7

80.34 (continued, page 4 of 4)

THIRD GRADE (cont'd)

Language Masters

A me e specific teacher guide as to the material and amount of material to
be taught within a period of time.

List of the most important or best educational games to aid in teaching
skills.

More supplementary readers.

A good diagnostic test with prescriptions for follow-up.

A skills ladder based on the competencies. Something that would be consistent
regardless of the methodology or the teacher's teaching.

Money for comprehension sheet to Latch each story. This would save teacher
review time and give more time for other planning.

Charts and vocabulary cards used in introducing the skills in basals. It

is very time consuming to make your own.

Checklist to place in cumulative folders - teacher would complete for exiting
students.

New set of masters every year or every other year and paper to run them on.

Worksheets that go with the different skills.

Lrl
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Attachment A-8
(Page 1 of 3)

WHAT CHANGES IN THE CUMULATIVE FOLDER WOULD YOU LIKE TC SEE?

KINDERGARTEN

A more comprehensive way of reporting. For example, does the child know

alphabets, numbers, sight words, beginning sounds, checklists of readiness
skills and basic skills. (2)*

Written comments would be helpful. Any backgiound information. (3)

Some type of end-of-the-year assessment or test. (2)

There should be a place to indicate if a child is already a reader. Space

for comments would be best. (3)

Perhaps a skills checklist based on the teacher's experience would be
helpful which would show what the child accomplished during kindergarten. (2)

Checklist of skill ability to send to next teacher. (1)

Description of behavior, coded 1-5, ro send to next teacher so all behavior
problems will not be in one class. (1)

*Indicates the number of times a response was given

'FIRST GRADE

Would like to have basal test information in the folders. Put in the cover

sheet displaying the scores. (1)

A note from previous teacher that says if there are any problems with the
child. (1)

Add a card with more personal information. (1)

Deadline should be established for sending folders to a new school or any
materials that the child needs. (1)

Would like to have an indication if the child has used a workbook with
the oral language series. (1)

Some indication if the child is repeating a book. More space to write

comments if the child is retained. (1)
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FIRST GRADE (coned)

Attachment A-8
(continued, page 2 of 3)

A checklist that lists what the child has learned. (2)

Teacher comments. (1)

Need more information on the actual basal reading of the child. (1)

More space in the forms is needed to write down dates and other pieces
of info.mation. (1)

Kindergarten information should be recorded, specifically the level of
reading readiness. (1)

For transfer students, have the covers on the basal tests so that the
teacher can know how the child scored in comprehension, word skill,
vocabulary, etc. in the previous school. (1)

Recommendation from previous teacher as to what level the child is on. (1)

SECOND GRADE

What besides basal text did students learn? What dictionary skills and/or
what reference skills could be covered in checklist? (3)

Stop putting basal tests (end-of-unit) in cumulative folders. (1)

Define what's to be done under "assessment" on reading card. (1)

Space for workbook. (1)

Reading test scores from each book. (2)

Would like level sheets back - skills. (1)

Include the entire, most recent basal test. (1)

List a score as a percent score because that gives you a quicker look as
to the child's performance. (1)

A place for the teacher to recommend what level of reading the child sho'.'ld
start at the following year. (1)

Put the Ladder of Skills back in. (1)

Teacher recommendations with regard to type of reading instruction student
needs - mentioning any specific reading prob'ems. (1)
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THIRD GRADE (cont'd)

Bigger boxes on the forms to write in. (1)

Attachment A-8
(continued, page 3 of 3)

Folders come cluttered with too many things - from sheets of basal tests,
etc. Cards are enough. (1)

Wish standard procedures would be established. (1)

A skills ladder based on the competencies should be included in the folders. (1)

Last basal test: in folder - likes to see student's actual work much
more than just test scores. (1)

There is no consistency in basal testing from school to school. There

doesn't seem to be enough of a breakdown on how the student did. Although
the child completed the basal effectively, he could still have a problem
area. We need more details on the child's ability (1)

Checklist - would like levels of series - would like specific SRA kit noted. (1)

Would like a place tc; include other supplementary texts read that are
not among those listed. (1)

Establish a basis of promotion in reading. (A set of guidelines to help
teachers decide how to promote children in reading.) Tired of social
promotion - promoting without child really being able to read. (1)

We need a revised list of what should be kept in the cumulative folder.
Either throw away excess material or keep it somewhere else, (1)
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tr

Reading Curriculum Study: Grades K-3

Appendix B

CUMULATIVE FOLDER CHECK
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:nstrument Dasrription: Cumulati"e Folder ;`;g.

Srlef description 3f the instrument:

A standard form was ,..sed to record tne following types of information: .tudent name.

ID, number of AISD schools attended, number of Years In AISD schools, ethnicity, and

current school. The form also provided space for the :oder to indicate whether a
kindergarten oral language system nad peen circled; if recent texts could be identified
and the extent to which grade level, entry and exit dates, supplementary text,
testing, and ;antral entry and withdrawal information was complete.

To dnom was 'he instrument administered?

The emulative folders of .34 third-grade students at nine elementary schools were
examired.

.low panv times was :he instrument administered'

Each cumulative folder was examined once.

When was the instrument administered?

January 20 through Feoruary 13, 1981.

Where was :ne instrument administered'

At :he elementary schools an a liprary, cafeteria, or empty classroom.

Who administered tae Instrument'

The District :rio-icies Evaluation Assistant.

That training did The administrators lave'

The Evaluator and Evaluation Assiseint conducted a pilot study at one elementary scnool
prior :o tne data collection. Following the use of tne draft instrument witn
approximately .0 cumulative folders, coding guidelines were establisned and cnangec
in :le coding instrument .ere made.

-as tne instrument administered under standardized conditions'

Not applicable.

Jere :here problems with tne instrument or the administration that might
affect the validity of the data?

Not applicable.

Who developed :he instrument'

The District 2riorities Evaluaror,

What rell.abil.icy and validity data are available on the instrument'

None.

Are there or data a:ailable for interpreting the results?

A sixth -grade record survey was conducted in 1978 (Publication "lumber 78..5). Al-

thougn a different grade level and different deflnicions were used in the 1978 study,
some general comoarisons can oe made.
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1

CUMULATIVE FOLDER CHECK

Purpose

A third-grade cumulative 'older check was conducted in the winter of 1981
in order to obtain information relevant to the following decision and
evaluation questions:

Decision Question 3: Should there be changes in the
record keeping requirements and procedures related to
reading?

Evaluation Question D3-1: What reading status
information is in the cumulative folders of
students in grade three?

Procedure

In November 1980, a memo (Attachment B-1) was sent to AISD elementary prin-
cipals to inform them of the Reading Curriculum Study. The memo notified
the principals that some schools would be selected later in the year to

. participate in a third-grade cumulative folder check. In January 1981, 10
schools proportionately representative of the AISD Title I and non-Title I

student populations were selected for participation in the study. The
schools were Barton Hills, Casis, Harris, Menchaca, Metz, Pillow, Sims,
Sunset Valley, Winn, and Wooten.

After studying the results of the 1978 sixth-grade record survey (Publica-
tion Number 78.45), a draft coding instrume.it was designed by the District
Priorities Evaluator for the Reading Curriculum Study. The District Priori-
ties Evaluator and Evaluation Assistant field-tested the instrument at Winn
Elementary School on January 20, 1981. Following the use of the draft
instrument with approximately 40 third-grade cumulative folders, coding
guidelines were established and revisions in the instrument were made.
Additional revisions were made in the instrument as the need arose during
the, data collection period. Attachment B-2 is a copy of the final coding
instrument, and Attachment B-3 is a copy of the file layout. Attachment
B-4 is a copy or the front cover of a cumulative folder and a copy of a
cumulative folder reading card.

The District Priorities Evaluation Assistant scheduled and conducted the
cumulative folder checks. The following procedures were used in arranging
and performing the cumulative folder check at each school:

Each principal received written notification (Attachment B-5)
of inclusion in the study.

The principal was contacted by telephone to arrange a date
and time for the folder check.

/41)
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The Evaluation Assistant told the principal she would like
to examine the folders of two third-grade classes composed
of students with heterogeneous academic.skills. The prin-
cipal selected the classrooms and made arrangements for the
Evaluation Assistant to review each of the student folders.

The Evaluation Assistant reviewed the folders outside the
classroom, in the school library, the cafeteria, or an
empty room.

he data from the coding forms were keypunched and verified by the keypunch
services at the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory. The data
are available at U.T. on PFB567, 0208, CUMDATA.

The SPSS program FREOUENCIES was used to tally the data. The control
files are available at U.T. on PFB567, 0208, CUMCON1, CUMCON2, CUMCON3,
and CUMCON4. The data from the field-testing were not ircluded in any
of the analyses.

Results

Evaluation Question D3-1: What reading status information is in the
cumulative folder of students in grade three?

The results are reported in terms of the categories on the coding form.

Number of Schools Attended in AISD

Number of AISD
Schools Attended Number of Students Percent

Cumulative
Percent

4 1 225 51.8 51.8
2 154 35.5 87.3
3 40 9.2 96.5

4 of more 15 3.5 100.0

TOTAL 434 100 100

4 4.. _,

Figure B-1. NUMBER OF AISD SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY THIRD-GRADE
STUDENTS IN CUMULATIVE FOLDER CHECK.

Figure B-1 reveals slightly over half (51.8%) of the students in the sample
have attended only one AISD school, and 35.5% have attended 2 AISD schools.
The majority (87.3%) of the students in the sample, therefore, have attended
1-2 AISD schools.

Between 42 and 57 cumulative folders were reviewed at each school. Of the

folders reviewed, 73 (16.8%) were those of Black students, 8 (1.8%) were
those of Oriental students, 109 (25.1%) were those of Mexican American
students and 201 (46.3%) were those of Anglo or Other students.

B-4
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Grades Spent in AISD Schools

Grades/Other Designation
Number of
Students Percent

Special Education Student 3 .7

K-3 276 63.6
1-3 73 16.8
2-3 31 7.1
3 41 9.4

K, 2, 3 2 .5

K, 3 1 .2

1, 3 1 .2

Uncertain 6 1.5

TOTAL 434 100

Figure B-2. GRADES SPENT IN AISD SCHOOLS OR
OTHER SPECIAL DESIGNATION.

Fgure 3-2 reveals 276 students in the samvle have been
in the Austin independent SchooZ District continuously
for grades K-3. The rest of the analyses in this appendix
:re hcsed uron these 276 folders. to omissions in
treir cumulative folders, special education students and
transfer students from outside the District were excZudei
fron iEe data analysis.

How many cumulative folders indicated the oral language system used in
kindergarten?

The oral language system used in kindergarten was circled in 33 (12%) of
the cumulative folders. It was not circled in 243 (88%) of the cumulative
folders.

How many cumulative folders had entries on the reading card each year the
student was in school, grades 1-3?

A total of 253 (91.7%) of the folders had annual entries on the reading
card, grades 1-3. Fourteen folders (5.1%) did not have annual entries,
and it was uncertain whether annual entries had been made on 9 folders
(3.3%).

Could the most recent basals used be identified?

The most recent basals used could be identified for 273 fclders (98.9%),
but could not be identified for 3 folders (1.1%).

Were the grade levels recorded next to each basal ent-y?

In 235 folders (85.1%), the grade level was indicated for more than half of
the basal entries. In 37 folders (13.4%), the grade level was indicated
for less than half of the basal entries. No grade level was indicated next
to any basal entries in 4 folders (1.4%).
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Were the entry dates recorded next to each basal entry?

In 273 folders (98.9%), the entry date was recorded for more than
half of the basal entries. The entry date was recorded for less than
half the basal entries in only 2 folders (.7%), and only 1 folder
(.4%) had no entry dates.

Were the entry dates complete?

An entry date was considered complete if the month, date, and year were
given, or the month and year were given. Of the folders reviewed 255
(92.4%) had complete entry dates on all the basal entries, 20 (7.2%) had
some incomnlete entry dates (only day and month given), and 1 (.4%) had
no entry dates. Incomplete entry dates were considered inefficient in
that the year a child studied in a given basal could not always be
determined on the basis of other information in the folder.

Were the exit dates recorded next to each basal entry? (Excluding third-

grade entries)

In 257 folders (93.1%), the exit date was recorded for more than half of

the basal entries. In 11 folders (4.0%), the exit date was recorded for
less than half of the basal entries. No exit dates were recorded in 8

folders (2.9%).

were the exit dates complete?

The same definition completeness used with entry dates was used with

exit dates. Of the folders reviewed, 248 (89.9%) had complete exit dates
on all the basal entries, 20 (7.2%) had some incomplete exit dates (only
day and month given), and 8 (2.9%) had no exit dates.

How many folders had information recorded in the assessment column?

A total of 55 folders (19.9%) had information in the assessment column for
half or more of the basal entries, 78 (28.3%) had assessment information
for less than half of the basal entries, and 143 folders (51.8%) had no
information in the assessme column. These findings indicate there is
some confusion among teachers as to whether the assessment column should
be used. Instructions distributed in 1978 (Attachment B-6) stated the
column should be left blank.

When provided, what type of assessment information was recorded?

A check was recorded in 84 cumulative folders, and an adjective, date, or
the name of the test was recorded in 49 cumulative folders.

In how many basal series had each student received instruction?

A total of 59 students (21.4%) had received all their instruction in 1

basal series. A total of 166 students (60.1%) had received instruction
in 2 basal series, and 49 students (17.8%) had received instruction in 3
basal series. Two students (.7%) had received instruction in 4 basal series.

7"
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How many times was a student changed from one basal series to another
basal series during a given school year?

A total of 146 students (52.9%) had never changed from one basal series
to another basal series during a school year. However, 107 students
(38.8%) had changed basal series during one school year. Twenty-three
students (8.3%) had changed basal series in each of two school years.

How many students had supplementary texts checked in the pre-primer
column:

A total of 170 students (61.60) had pre-primer texts checked. No pre-
primer supplementary texts were checked for 106 students (38.4%).

How many students had supplementary texts checked in the primer column?

A total of 162 students (58.7%) had primer texts checked. No primer
supplementary texts were checked for 114 students (41.3%).

How many students had supplementary texts checked in the first-year
column?

A total of 142 students (51.4%) had texts checked in the first-year column,
and no first-year supplementary texts were checked for 134 students (48.6%).

How many students had supplementary texts checked in the second-year column?

A total of 131 students (47.5%) had texts checked in the second-year
column, and no second-year texts were checked for 145 students (52.5%).

How many students had supplementary texts checked in the third-year column?

At the time of the folder check in January, a total of 37 students (13.4%)
had texts checked in the third-year column, and no third-year texts had
been checked yet for 239 students (86.6%).

How often was a date or grade recorded by a supplementary text entry?

A total of 17 students (6.2%) had a date or grade recorded nExt to half or
more of their supplementary text entries. Nineteen students (6.9%) had
a date or grade written by less than half of their supplementary text
entries, and 240 students (87%) did not have dates or grades written next
to any supplementary text entries.

7
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How many District achievement test scores are in the students' folders?

Test Score
Number of Students

with Scores Percent

ITBS only 1 .4

Boehm and MRT 1 .4

Boehm and ITBS 1 .4

Boehm, MRT, CAT 7 2.5
Boehm, MRT, CAT, ITBS 238 86.2
MRT, CAT 2 .7

MRT, CAT, ITBS 16 5.8
Boehm, CAT, ITBS 9 3.3
Boehm, MRT, ITBS 1 .4

TOTAL 276 100

Figure B-3. TEST SCORES FOUND IN THE CUMULATIVE FOLDERS
OF THIRD-GRADE STUDENTS.

By January of their third-grade year, students who have been in AISD
during grades K-3 should have BOEHM, MRT, CAT, and ITBS test scores
in their cumulative folders. Figure B-3 shows 238 students (86.2%)
in the sample had scores for all four tests in their cumulative folders.

How many cumulative folders contained an ITBS Individual Skill Analysis?

A total of 204 folders (73.9%) contained an ITBS Individual Skill Analysis
report, while 72 folders (26.1%) did not. It is possible some of these
reports may have been missing from the folders due to recent teacher use.

Was a date of entry recorded on the cumulative folder for each year the
student has been in the District? (Excluding the current school year)

A total of 180 folders (65.2%) had entry dates coded fot each year the
student had been in the District, and 90 folders (32.6%) did not. Six
folders (2.2%) had entry dates for each year the student was present, but
at least one of the dates was incorrect. Ninety folders (32.6%) did not
have entry dates for each year the student was in the District.

Was a school listed for each year the student has been in the District?
(Excluding the current school year)

A total of 182 folders (65.9%) had a school listed for each year tqe student
was in the District, and 93 folders (33.7%) did not.

Was a date of withdrawal provided for each year a student changed schools?

Twenty-three folders (8.3%) had a date of withdrawal listed for each year
a student changed AISD schools, and 135 folders (48.9%) did not. A total
of 117 s- udents (42.4%) had not changed schools.
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Was a reason for withdrawal given each time a ztudent changed schools?

In 21 folders (7.6%), a reason for withdrawal was given each time a student
changed schools. In 137 folders (49.6%), however, a reason for withdrawal
was not given each time a student changed schools. It was speculated the
desegregation ruling was the reason for many school changes, and this
reason was not usually rezorded on the cumulative folder.

Was a destination school given each time a student changed schools?

In 21 folders (7.6%), a destination school was given each time a student
changed schools. In 137 folders (49.6%), a destination school was not
given each time a student changed schools. Again, the mass desegregation
activities probably accounted for the omission of the destination school
data.

/
The information in this appendix was summarized to
facilitate presentation to District personnel. The
summary is provided in the preface of this Final
Technical Report.

B-9
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80.34 Attachment B-1

AUSTIN LNDEPLIDOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Research and Evaluation

November 12, 1980

TO: Principals in Schools with Grades K-3

FROM: Patsy Totusek

SUBJECT: Reading Curriculum Study

In recant years, AISD teachers, principals, and central office administrators

have shown a growing interest in the development of a more coordinated

reading/language arts curriculum. The Reading Curriculum Study was ini-

tiated in response to this interest.

As part of the Reading Curriculum Study, we plan to interview approxi-

mately 10-12Z of the K-3 teachers. We also plan to survey the permanent

record folders for a sample of students in grade three tc. determine what

data are available to teachers in tracking the progress of :students in

reading.

The teacher interviews will be conducted from November 1980

and appointments for each interview will be made in advance.

will be asked to describe their instructional practices, to
curriculum materials provided by the District, and to offer

for improvement.

to March 1981,
The teachers

assess the
suggestions

Permanent folders will be examined is a sample of the schools with students

in grade three. We would like to select for the survey the folders of

two teachers at each participating school whose classes include high,

middle, and low ability students. Other than access to the folders, no

teacher time will be required for this part of the study. You will be

notified if your school will be involved in the permanent record review,

and a schedule will be arranged at your convenience.

We would appreciate it if you would tell the teachers at your school about

the study, and inform them they may be selected at random for a teacher

interview.

Thank you for your assistance.

PT:mdy

Approved:

Approved:

irector, Research and Evaluat

Acting Director, Elementary yucation

B-10
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CODER SCHOOL DATE FILE ID A QL A
M73)-

STUDENT NAME

(4-23)

STUDENT ID

(24-30)

AISD SCHOOLS

1 2 3 4

(31)

YEARS IN AISD

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9

(32-32)

SCHOOL

(33-35)

ETH KINDER ANNUAL ENTRY REC TEXTS GRADE LEV ENTRY ENTRY CODE EXIT EXIT CODE

1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 ,_ 31
1

1 2 3 4

4 5

(36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44)

'

ASSESS ASSESS CODE NUM SERIES DOUBLE SERIES PRE-PRIM PRIM FIRST SECOND THIRD

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

5 6 7 8

(45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (SO) (51) (52) (53)

FOURTH FIFTH SUP DATE SCORES SKILL ANAL ENTRY D SCH COD WITH REAS DES

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 21 3

9 10 11 12 13

(54) (55) (56) (57-58) 14 16 (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64)
15 17

79



FILE ID A / Q / A CARD FILE LAYOUT

PROGRAM: District Priorities

YEAR: 1980-81

CONTENTS: Cum Record Check

r,,
L.) %)

Field Columns

1-3

4-23

24-30

File ID: AQA

Description

Page I of 8

LOCATION:

AISD

_y, Ur PFg567 ._0208.CHMDATA
..acct. pass. file name

Student Name (Last Space First)

student ID

31-31 Number of AISD Schools Attended: NUMSCH

32-32

1 = Attended 1 AISD School

2 = Attended 2 AISD Schools

3 = Attended 3 AISD Schools

4 = Attended 4 or more AISD Schools

Years in AISD Schools: 1 = Spec. Ed. Student TIMAISD

2 = In AISD Schools, Grades K-3

3 = In AISD Schools, Grades 1-3

4 = In AISD Schools, Grades 2-3

5 = In AISD Schools, Grade 3

b = In AISD Schools, Grades K, 2, 3

co0



FILE ID

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

CARD FILE LAYOUT
Page 2 of 8

LOCATION:

co
AISD 0

UT PF

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns ,
I Description

32-32 ?
7 = In AISD Schools, Grade K and 3

8 = In A[SD Schools, Grades 1 and 3

9 - Uncertain

33-35 Present School CURSCH

36-36 Ethnicity: 1 = American Indian, 2 = Black, 3 = Oriental, 4 = Mexican American

5 = Anglo and Other ETH

37-37 Kindergarten Oral Language System Circled: KOLS 1 = Yes, 2 = No

38-38 Annual entries for grades 1-3: ANNENT 1 = Yes, every year,child in District

2= No

__.,''
3 = Uncertain (no grade or year)

39-39 Identification of recent texts: kCTEXT

14= Definite or probable identification

2 = Identification not possib7e

40-40 is grade level recorded on text series? CRDLEV

C)
0
0

1-4

0

a. I33

w 0
^c1

(I)
00

I33

0
rt rt
r..)

0
1-r1

Co



FILE ID / /

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS

CARD FILE LAYOUT
Page 3 of 8

LOCATION:

AISD

UT PF , ,

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

40-40 1 = Yes, for 1/2 or more entries

2 = Yes, for less than 1/2 entries

3 = No grade levels recorded

41-41 Is entry date recorded on the text series? ENTDAT

1 = Yes, for iZ or more entries

2 = Yes, fot less than 1/2 entries
,

3 = No entry dates recorded

42-42 Are entry dates always complete? ENTCOM

1. Yes, Month and Year recorded (or day-month-year) on all entries

2. No, Day and Month recorded only on some entries

3. No, Year recorded only on some entries

4. No, No entry dates coded

43-43 Is exit date recorded on the text series? EXTDAT
E..

Ll
1 = Yes, for i2 or more entries



FILE ID /___/

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

Field

CARD FILE LAYOUT
Page 4of8

LOCATION:

AISD

UT PF ,
,

acct. pass. file name

Columns Description

43-43 2 = Yes, for less than 1/2 entries

44-44

3 = No exit dates recorded

Are exit dates always complete? EXTCOM

1. Yes, Month and Year recorded only (or day-month-year) on all entries

2. No, Day and Month recorded only on some entries

3. No, Year recorded only on some entries

4. No, No exit dates recorded

45-45 Is assessment information recorded? ASSREC

1 = Yes, for 1/2 or more entries

2 = Yes, for less than 1/2 entries

3 = No assessment information recorded

46-46 How was the assessment information recorded? ASSCOM

1 = Check

2 = Adjective-date-name of test

3Is
Cl

. I
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EN we no ow ow um in we me NIP Es 1110 ow

FILE 10

PROCRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS

rn

Page_5 of 8
CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

UT PF

acct. pass. file name

Field Column8 Description

46-46 3 = No assessment data recorded

47-47 How many series indicated? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 NUMSER

48-48 How many years was more than one series used in a grade? DOUBSER

1 = 0 years

2 = 1 year

3 = 2 years

4 = 3 years

49-49 Were supplementary texts checked in the pie- primer column. SUPPRE

1 = Yes, 2 = No

50-50 In the primer column? 1 = Yes, 2 = No SUPPRIM

51-51 In the first-year column? 1 = Yes, 2 = No SUPT.

52-52 In the second-year column? 1 = Yes, 2 = No SUP2

_

53-53

54-54

In the third-year column? 1 = Yes, 2 No SUP3

In the fourth-year column? 1 = Yes, 2 = No SUP4
1,

oo0

C)
0
0
cr
N. rt
0 rtc

ri 0
Ck)

m t7:1

0

oo
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FILE ID

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS:

Field

Page 6 of R
CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

UT PF

acct. pass. file name

Columns Description

55-55 In the fifth-year column? 1 = Yes, 2 = No SUPS

56-56 How often was the date or grade recorded by a supplementary text? SUPEXTR

1 = For 1/2 or more of the entries

2 = For less than li of the entries

3 = Never

57-58 How many District achievement test scores are in the student's folder? TESTS

1 = Boehm only

2 - MRT only
.

3 = CAT only

4 = ITBS only

5 = Boehm and MRT

6 = Boehm and CAT

7 = Boehm ana ITBS

8 = Boehm, MRT, CAT

0
0
rr
1-4 r?
O rr

gu
n

O. 0'
ro

n
(1) ti

u.)

0

co
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FILE ID / _L

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENf

tj".
.1-1,-.,

CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

Page 7 of 8

UT PF , .

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

57-58 9 = Boehm, MRT, CAT, TTBS

10 = MRT-CAT

11 = MRT-CAT-ITBS .

12 = CAT

13 = CAT-1TBS

14 = MRT-ITBS

15 = Boehm-CAT-ITBS

16 = Boehm, MRT, ITBS

11 = No Scores

59-59 Is an ITBS Individual Skill Analysis in the student's folder? SKILANL

1 = Yes

2 = No

60-60 Is a date of entry recoLded for each year the student has been in the District?

I

_

ANNENT 1 = Yes, 2 = Yes, but errors, 3 = No

CO0
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FILE ID

PROGRAM:

YEAR:

CONTENTS

Page 8 of 8
CARD FILE LAYOUT LOCATION:

AISD

UT PF , ,

acct. pass. file name

Field Columns Description

61-61 Has a school been coded for each year the student has .en in the District?

ANNSCH 1 = Yes, 2 = No

62-62 Has a date of withdrawal been coded for each year a student has changed schools

WITHDR 1 . Yes, 2 = No, 3 = Has not changed

63-63 Has a reason for withdrawal been given each time a student left a scho)1?

' REASWIT 1 = Yes, 2 = No, 3 = Has not changed

64-64 Has a destination school been coded each time a student changes schools? DESCH

1 = Yes

2 = No

3 = Has nut changed schools

r
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000
SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS AND MATERIALS

PRE-PRIMER PRIMER FIRST YEAR SECOND YEAR
Reading Bookshop (III If Reading Bookshop 11 12 01 Reading Bookshops (I 7 271 Residing Bookshops. (112 I)_

_ Pre Printers 17 Mies)
_

_ Primers (7 titles)
_

Grade 1 (10 Mies)
_

Grade 2 (12 1111m)
___ Sounds 1 Remember (I I) Sounds of Hound Dog (I 9) Sounds In the Wind (2 81 Sounds of Powwow p 1)_ _ Apple Trees (201 Mingerbread (2 0) Toadstools (211) Rollo Skates (2 SO_ _ _ RWa With Us (I 3

_ Corns With Us (I 5)
Guess Who (I 5)

Play (I 5)
_ Everyday Surprise (I 5)

()Pen Windows 11 3
Mining Friend* (2 5)

SWOON Along 0 41
I Have Friends(' 3

_ Rainbow In **Sky 2.Z_ Dan Frontier (I 3 Pappermini FMCS 71 _ 1 Know Story (II 01
- Happy Ranch (1 5) . _ Tales to Read (1 8) _ I Live With Others (III) Foodsn and Wise 0

Story Train ft 3Sounds of Horne (I 5) Sounds of Numbers (I 3) Did You Evert (I 7)
_ Look at We Moor 11*

_
- - Welch Me (I 7) ____ Sky Blue (1 81

_
Sun wont t2
Siorysnd Families (2 3)Story Foal' 4) Stofy Wagon (1 7) Sunny and Gay (2 I)

Story Time (2 0) Sounds of Laughlw (2 2)
Stories to Remember (201 SRA__
Sounds Around the Clock (I n Brunel. Loll__
SRA____
Swoon-Loll

THIRD YEAR
Reading Bookshops 12 5-10)
Grade 3 (15 tines)
Sounds Aber Dark (4 I)
Sailboats (4 3
Treat Shop 13 5)
What Not Tales (3 5)
Meadow Green 13 0)
Door ways to Adventure 0 4)
Sounds of the Storyteller 13 I)
Fun All Around (3 8)
Story Carnival 11 5)

_ Open Roads (3 41
SRA
Bernell Lott

FOURTH YEAR
_ Children Everywhere 14 01

Magic Carpet 0 5)
Under Texas Skies 14 5)

__ Shining Hours (5 8)
Peacock Lane 0 51
Meeting New Friends (3 2)

_ Along We Sunshine Trail (4 5)
Window Panes 44 3
Sounds of Mystery el 9)
Read Beller -Learn More
Book A 15 0)
SRA
Damen Loll

FIFTH YEAR
Enchanting Isles (4 5)
Stories of Now and Long Ago
1401

_ Let's Be Somebody 001
_ Time for Adventure 155)

Silver Web le 5)
Words Wit" Wings 18 3
Days of Adventure (35)

_ Across 04 !this W:r_ige (5 5)
_ _ For Eyes 0 5)

Sounds of Young Hunter 0 5)
_ _ Deparlures OS 0)
_ Environmental Reader (50-7 gl

_ SRA
_ Bernell-Loft

SIX IN YEAR
is Crowded House 14 3

O

nor
I- re
O r50 0
a(5

_
TIM Head of the Mid (70)
'Femme Gold 17 01

_ _ ityond the Horizon 0 31
SlorleS to Remember (4 5)
Your Old Wood Past (7 C)
Aboard She Slog Rocket 17 3

_ _ Sea Birds 0 4)
_ SWUM, Scenes (3 5 101

Sounds of Distant Drum (S (I)

Bernell Loll

Trop number/5 In the parentheses beside each book Is IM average readability level lot that book The Spathe medal)** formula was used to
deiroinine readability levels for Grade 1, 2, and 3 The Fry formula was used lot Grades 4, 5, and a All readability levels we reialive to the lot
mula used Two different 'animist& spoiled to the same passage in given book may produce dllferisnl mulls

911
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INST-050 (74 Cumulative Folder
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I. ENROLLMENT DATA
.11

1. ALERT (See Items)

Record only numerical references io other sections of the folder The purpose of
this arrangement is to call attention to any special information regarding a child.
(Example If there is a recording under Section IV-1, Health Data, a numerical
reference IV-1 should be placed in the ALERT box.

2 Dale of
Entry

3 School 4 Dale of
Withdrawal

5 Reeser ha Withdrawal 6 Deslina lion

CHECKLIST

Complele appropriate data as follows
Name (Catapult. Contact Label)

I En; °Havant Oita
II I t (ALERT)

12-16 (Entry Withdrawn*
III Petunia' Dala

II 1-1113
III Special Services Data

Ill -111-6
(Referial Infotmation)

IV Health Data
IV t (Special Allannon)
IV 2 Raines. Record)
IV a IV 5 Walden Rearing
Screening)

V Elementary Student Progress
Reports- While original conies
filed In Ihe envelope

VI Measurement Data
APProlwiale and up to-dale
infotmarion should be
recorded

VII Secondary School Record
Computer print out 'Masts Ihet
record grades should be In
chided

Other Illquarod Records
Indirsoual Pupil of
ersiltemalics Card should be retained
In the folds.
Individual Pupil Record of Reeding
Card should be retained in the folder
Other !Woods
lost Records
Record. of Special Programs

Article 6252 17a, as amended in 1973, provides as follows
Section 3a Alt information collected, assembled or maintained by governmental bodies Is public Information
and available to the public with the following exceptions only

(14) Student records at educational institutions funded wholly, or in pail, by Slate revenues, but such
records shall be made available upon request of educational institution personnel, the student involved, or
that student's parent, legal guardian, or spouse,
All information In this folder can be obtained by duly authorized stall members of the Austin Independent
School District, the student or the student's parent, legal guardian Of spouse.
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80.34 Attachment B-5

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
(Page 1 of 2)

Office of Research and Evaluation

TO: Principals Addressed

FROM: Patsy Totusek

SUBJECT: Reading Curriculum Study

As mentioned in an earlier memo, a Reading Curriculum Study will be conducted this year
in grades K-3. During the study one or two primary teachers will be interviewed on each
elementary campus, and the cumulative folders of approximately 300 third-grade students
will be examined. We plan to use the folder information as well as the information ob-
tained from the teacher interviews to address the following questions:

What reading information is recorded in the cumulative folders
of third -grade students? Do teachers think the information is
useful in diagnosing student needs? Do teachers feet changes
are needed in the record-keeping eequirements?

How do teachers make decisions about reading instruction? Is

supplementary instruction coordinated with regular classroom
instruction?

What materials do teachers find usefui. in planning reading
instruction" What steps cern be taken by District admini-
strators to make sure the planning materials providea by
the District are useful?

During the next few weeks a primary teacher selected at random from your school will
be interviewed for the Reading Curriculum Study. Your school has also been selected
at random from the District elementary schools to participate in the cumulative folder
review.

We would like to examine the folders of two third-grade classes at your school. If

you obtain the folders for us, the coding can take place in the school library so as
not to interfere with classroom activities. Due to the small amount of information
obtained from each school, individual school analyses will not be performed and the
data from all the partcipating schools will be merged. Belinda Turner will call you

or, to arrange a coding visit.

We appreciate your assistance and have enclosed a description of the study for you
to post if you so desire.

Principals Addressed:

Nick Akery yarshall Hampton
Norman Whisenant Johnnie Boone

7>e,
Approved: :7i321.4-4.-

Director, Research and Evaluation

PT:lm
Enclosure

Diane Crowe
R. L. Knauth
Jose Flores

Johnson Hildebrand
Vera Hemingway
Betty Sanders

Approved: 241.41
Acting Director,
Elementary Education



80.34 Attachment B-5

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
(cohrinued, Page 2 of 2r-

Office of Research and Evaluation

READING CURRICULUM STUDY, GRADES K-3

A Reading Curriculum Study will be conducted this year in grades,K-3. The study was

initiated in response to the interest shown by teachers, principals, and central
office administrators in the development of a more coordinated reading curriculum

for AISD students. It is believed greater coordination among grades will facilitate
student achievement, especially for low 5ES populations.

During the next few weeks, a primary teacher selected at random from your school will

be interviewed for the Reading Curriculum Study. Your school (along with nine other

schools) has also been selected at random from the District elementary schools to

participate in a cumulative folder review. This means the reading information in

the folders of two third-grade classes at your school will be examined. Due to

the small amount of information obtained from the cumulative folders at each school,

individual school analyses will not be performed and the data from all the partici-

pating schools willIbe merged.

The information obtained from the teacher interviews and the cumulative folder review

will be used to address the following questions:

. What reading informtion is recorded in the cumula-
tive folders of third-grade students? Do teachers
think th? -'nformation in cumulative folders is

useful in ,.agnosing student needs? Do teachers

feel changes are needed in th( record-keepng
requirements'

. Sow do teachers make decisions about reading
instruction? Is supplementary instruction coordi-
nated with regular classroom instruction?

. What materi,Ila do teachers find useful in planning

reading instruction? What steps can ae taken by
District administrators to make sure the planning
materials provided by the District are useful?

3-24



80.34 Attachment 6-6
(Page i of 5)

_----__,

AUSTIN LNDEPENDOT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Division of Instruction and Development

September 7, 1978

INSTRUCTIONAL MEMORANDUM NO. 14
6

TO: Teachers
Principals
Instructional Coordinators
Area DirectOrs, Elementary Schools

eilq!
FRCH: M. George Bowden and Mrs. LaVonne Rogers

SUBJECT: Preparation of Reading and ;Mathematics Record Cards.

1. Reference: Instructional Memorandum No. 11, subject:

"Information on the Cumulative Folder and the Student Progress Report,"

dated September 6, 1978.

2. Soecial Instructions Governing Completion of the Cumulative

Record Cards. Please note that two separate sets of instructions are

attached and this information pertains to:

a. The Individual Pupil Record of Reading. Detailed

instructions regarding the maintenance of this card is attached as

Enclosure No. 1. Noce that the reverse side of the instruction card

contains an illustrated copy of the record form.

b. The Individual Pupil Record of Mathematics. This set of

instructions concerns the maintenance of records dealing with mathematics.

See Enclosure No. 2. Note that the reverse side of the card contains an

illustration of how the card is completed.

3. Questions. Questions concerning the completion of the

cumulative record will be answered at a meeting of principals. However,

if there are additional problems, teachers should contact principals for

answers and if there are questions which remain, those inquiries should

be directed to the Department of Elementary Education. We shall try to

find answers for these questions.

Encls: 1 - Memorandum, The Reading Card

2 - Memorandum, The Mathematics Card

I

B-25
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* 80.34 Attachment B-6

I
(continued page 2 of 5)(4continued

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 0,01I /
-Division of Instruc' :ion and Development

September 13, 1978 Nor. 05.

I i
. 41)

MEMO CONCERNING THE USE OF THE READING CARD

I1.... -

The Individual Pupil Record of Reading

I
-

1. The Committee to Review the Student Progress Report and the Cumulative
Folder System has recommended eliminating the Ladder of Skills in Reading

I with a recommendation to develop a district-wide reading assessment system
as a record-keeping system. A more simplified system was designed along

based on the Essential Co etencies. This recommendation is presently
being explored as it re ates to instruction in the elementary schools.

I2. Part of the new reading card is on the back of this memo. Directions for
filling out the various sections are also included. Teachers will follow

Ithese directions during this school year (1978-1979).

3. Teachers will not fill out the sections under Assessment during the school
year 1978-1979.

I4. In order for there to be some indication of a student's achievement in
reading, it is suggested that teachers include one or more of the following
Iin the Cumulative Folder:

- basal tests (score page only)
- teacher-made informal tests

I - results of an informal reading inventory
- an informal checklist of a student's strengths and/or weaknesses.

111,

5. The number/s in parentheses represent the readability level of each book.
The readability is included for all basal and supplementary books.

1
.

6. Do not transfer any records from the old card to the new card. Both cards
should be left in the Cumulative Folder.

r

I
TEACHERS:

IASK YOUR PRINCIPAL FOR A COPY OFT READING CARD.

I
OVER

B-26 1 1,1 5



80.34

If a different
book is-used,
I

write in the

ipublisher's
name.

lWrite in the
date a child
began o work
n the bock.

'Write in the
date a cniid
finished

Iworking in
the book.

IWrite in the

test result

I

s

beside the

I grade level.
For the MMR,
Iput in the
stanine level.

__For the CAT,'
put in the
vocabulary and

Comprehension
scores.

Individual Pupil Record of Readino Attachment B-6

4 (continued, page 3 of 5)

Write in the
present grade

level.

PRIMARY GRADE
42
w sovcroton- 1

3
.4.

7
47

Economy
I

1 :
37. .3

:atop
int'.

, Ii
fatIP

all

R4aciness

G &Mil ioadly
,a Z

RIliairlell
C.Vsi flopfn
mm; Monis

aferanonat , t O.; 14
Tirs . 1

L. 2,41 AO I
ChP01114r: AO 3

sgOirtmor .1 3. s I,
suls PO ts... .

O'Coa. PP 3

,

s. I2.- a.,rm :I ti
C1022 gee,

S,42::
2.11

3410 Oilly Om,

_

c.:
:2

Se....tts
_

' ..40:sterts
ZiacoAs

1z .2:1
aatesw

2 !a
z = mvslati Soca:

'4.44 /
..-

,3 h
Panorama

..

I 3 CI
4,r .40ni s
400 500441

32 '.,NI
',tali

2 t2 ti
N. i0002

/011,120 0

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

:brace lest Sc:re

lc
low.. Soper0

so
Assa

t

s .4...smw

INTERMEDIATE GRADES

SCOit
20:isman

OCIIM kl MVOS

2 7:

r. :
.= :

s
...

.^.,
.1.

2 3 4 CI
Selp...,4

-02wMNM le
6 2 6 6 al

: IIC2t wag
..,1111Vf

410,:a
E. elohnl AIN / le

1/7
i :fn.,

1

Instructional Levet at Inc end of Sixth GraCe-

. Oo not fill
tnis section.

Do not fill in
tnis section.

Only the sixth grade teachers will have to fill in the

instructional level. This information is to be used oy

the junior high for class assignment.
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80.34

Attachment B-6

(continued page 4 of 5)

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Division of Instruction and Development

September 13, 1978

MEMO CONCERNING THE USE OF THE MATHEMATICS CARD

Individual Puoi 1 Record of Mathematics

I: The Committee to Review the Student Pro ress Re ort and the Cumulative
Folder System recommended eliminating e oun,.ai al ey leac er uoport
System in Mathematics as a record-keeping system. A more simplified
system was designed along with a recommendation to develop a district-
wide math assessment system based on the Essential Competencies. Teachers
and coordinators are presently working on the assessment system. Specific
details are not finalized at this time.

2. -Part of the new card is on the back of this rremo. Directions for filling
out the various sections are also included. Teachers will follow these
d4.-ections during this school year (1978-1979).

3 Teachers will not fill out the Essential Comoetency section of the math
card during this year (1978-1979).

4 In order for there to be some indication of a student's achievement in
mathematics, it is suggested that teachers include one or more of the
following in the Cumulative Folder:

- end of chapter tests
teacher-male end-of-the-year test
an informal checklist of a student's strengths and/or weaknesses

5. Teachers should not transfer any records from the old Fountain Valley
Pupil Profile Card to the new card. Both cards snould, be ieft together
in the Cumulative Folder.

TEACHERS:

ASK YOUR PRINCIPAL FOR A COPY OF THE MATH CARD.

107
B-28
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Write in the name of
the publisher, -name ? f
tha t:txt, and the "tide
level of the tt

Write in the' hank' and
publ iilux or any other
hone or k i Ifs used.

1 lid v dud I Pull itecorit o t Ma thema ti cs

S

[ SIX III GliADE ledellef

Books used.
ivaikeoi Pubbsliel _ --

Name of Text Giade

Book Completed _ hook Completed to page _____.'

Signed by the teacher
of Mathematics.

Sopplemeutm y

Write in the ad te the
Cdli torni a -Achievement
Test was given. Write
in the computation score
and the concepts and
problem solving score
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Only the sixth grade teachers will have to fill in the
iiistrucLioiaI level. This information is to be used by
the junior high for class assignment
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80.34

Reading Curriculum Study: Grades K-3

Appendix C

TEACHER SURVEY

C-1



80.34 Instrument Description: Teacher Survey

Srtef 3ssCri2tite. 3f the instrument:

A reacher survey with two alternative forms, one with 13 items and one with 12 items.
Mine items on Form 1 and seven items on Form 2 were taken from previous staff surveys
to provide longitudinal data. :'ha other items will oKovIde baseline data on t_acners'
perceptions in areas of district priorities and ac:rediation needs.

venom Jae the Lostrumenc administered'

A random sample of teachers, selected afterteacners who had been surveyed or interviewe
by other evaluations were excluded from the list.

Mow many :1=es das the Instnoment administered'

)nce to each teacner. A reminder was sent to increase the number of teacners responding
to the survey.

'When as :ne lnstrumen: administered'

Mailed out tnrough school mail on March 4, 1981 and again on tarn 16, 1981.

Aare tne :mat-nowt adminIsteree

rhrough scnool mall to teachers._school addresses.

ho ac=iniscertm :ne 1nstrment

Self- administered.

tralnlost lid f.'"e administrators -ave'

N/A

.:as :ne .nstrent ac=inistered order standardized zondizlons'

Yo.

,;ere :here 3roclems din :ne if:son:men: or :'e acministration _`at 110:
affect 7.'.e /al:11: of :he data?

::nknown.

ho tevelooed :he instrument?

Office of Research and Evaluation

What rellaoloir, and ,aliditv data are ava1:aole on the tnstzoent'

None.

Are :here or data available for in:er,retinz :ne resul:s'

Some item responses from previous staff surveys are available for comparison.

AmasommnNp
C-2 111



80.34

TEACHER SURVEY

Purpose

A teacher survey was distributed to a random sample of 578 K-12 teachers
in the spring of 1981 in order to obtain information pertaining to the
Reading Curriculum Study, district priorities, and accreditation needs.

The decision and evaluation questions addressed with regard to the Reading

Curriculum Study were:

Docision Question 2: Should there be changes in the materials central
office administration gives to teachers to use in planning reading
instruction?

Evaluation Question D2-3: Are any of the materials perceived as

expendable? Why?

Evaluation Question D2-2: Which of these materials are perceived

as the most valuable? Why?

A description of the procedures used in administering the survey as well as
a summary of the findings can be found in Appendix L of the Final Technical

Report for Systemwide E'divation (Publication Number 80.39).

C-3
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80.34

Reading Curriculum Study: Grades K-3

Appendix D

PUPIL ACTIVITIES RECORD REVISED



80.34 Instrument Description: Pupil Activities Record Revised

3riof lescrlotion of the tnstramenr:

The PAR-R is an observation instrument designed to collect information on tne

activities of a student during the scnool day. The variables observed include

place of instruction, area of instruction, adult contact, group size, ontast/

offtask, language of instruction, mode of instruction, content of instruction,
competitiveness, ethnicity and whether a substitute was present in the classroom.

7a Jnom was he instrument administered'

Randomly selected students in Title I schools and schools affected oy desegregation.

iow man/ times ras net instrument administered'

Once for each student observed.

Then was Instrument administered?

rtom Octooer 13, .980 through May 8, 1981.

'Alert ras zne instrument administered'

:n classrooms, resource rooms, libraries, and any other area in the sc-ooh wnere

students receive instruction.

Wno administered .nstrument'

Title I, District ?riorities, and Systemwide Desegregation evaluation assistants.

'dhat :raining did the administrators -ave'

General training in aoservation processes and a oracticum to ooserving with

the ?AR-R.

Tas :ne Instrument administered under standardized conditions'

Classroom situations varied.

':ere there oroblems ith the instrument or :be administration that dirt:

affect :ne of :ne data?

The advance notification of scheduled observations 'nay have caused teacher

preparation for the observation. Also, some teachers identified the students

under observation and may have altered their behavior toward the students.

develooed the instrument?

The Office of Research and Evaluation.

That reliability and oalidltv data are available on the instrument'

Interrater reliabilities are at the .30 level or higher in most cases.

Are there norm data available for interpreting the results?

No.

D-2



60.34

PUPIL ACTIVITIES RECORD REVISED

Purpose

All-day observations were conducted in the classrooms of second- and fifth-
grade students in order to obtain information pertinent to the Reading
Curriculum Study, and the Title I and ESAA evaluation projects. The decision
and evaluation questions addressed with regard to the Reading Curriculum
Study were:

Decision Question 1: Should there be changes in the general approach to
reading in the District?

Evaluation Question D1-1: What do observation data reveal about
the reading instruction provided at grade two particularly in
Such areas as:

a) group size
b) adult contact
c) ontask /off task behavior

d) content of instruction
e) mode of instruction
f) language of instruction
g) location of instruction

A description of the procedures used in conducting the observations as well
as a summary of the findings can be found in Appendix F of the Title I
Final Technical Report (Publication Number 80.71).

D-3
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